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~ ~his, d~~nt, IUROS'UT (S~'tistical Office of the European Communities):' 
·· .. · ,.._..,.ts :a· ~iet' an:alys;e of the most recent trends in the main 
a,ricultural 1noom. in the Community. 
• • ' • I 
····/~;/:-· 
.' The dooument contains an overview for the Community as a whole and, 
· firet time, for certain Member States of the most recent trends in the indic 
· ~1ating to net income from agricultural activity, of the holder and his 
tuily and that ot' total agricultural activity (for rem':1nerated and 
-unNinunerated work) •. Results are also provided which show the trend of tile 
traditional income indicator: net value added at factor cost, both in real' 
· t•ruand per capita. This report also provides information on trends in 
agrlouitural income between 1973 and 1984, whilst at the same time pin:pointi I 
.th•.reasons tor the changes over the pa"t few years (the eff'ectsof volume a 
The second.part of this document discusses the methodological significance o 
· the, .indicators used in this analysis.·· 
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I. COMMUNITY RESULTS 1 
. 1. Change in the net income from agricultural aotivitz ot the bolder and 




Following tbe sharp decline in 1983 (-14J), current estillatea tor 19811 
indicate a nominal increase in tbe net income ot the unrellUllerat,ed . . . 
agricultural labour torci (mainly consisting or the bolder and members ot hia ·· 
family) in the Community ot an average ot 8.3J over 1983 (see Table 1). . ·. 
According to current figures, this labour force conti~ued to decline in 19811 · 
(-1.6J); as a result, per capita net income increased by 10.1J. A~er 
deflating this rate ot change with the average rate or increase in prices 
(inflation rate3) in the ColllllUDity, which is estimated at 5.6J, tbe net . 
income from agricultural activity of the bolder and members or his family in 
1984 increased by 4.3J in real terms. 
TABLE 1: Estimated net income from agricultural activity or the holder and 























Nominal per Implicit Real per 
capita net price index capita. 
income from or gross net income 
agricul- domestic from 
tural product at ricultural 
activity market ctivity 
(1:2) prices (3:4) · 
(deflator) 
+9.8 +1.9 +7-8 
+8.7 +7.,0 +1.6 
+4.2 +10.5 -5.7 
' ) 
NL ( 8. 1.85) +12.0 -1.0 +13.1 +3.1 I +9.7 
B C 4. 2.85) -4·0 -1.0 -3.0 +5.4 i -8 .. 0 
L (10.12.84) +2. 6 -2.0 +4.7 +5.9 , -1.1 
UK C 9. 1.85) +21.6 +0.9 +20 .. 5 +3.7 +16.2 
IRL +6.6 
. DK (23. 1.85) +327.0 -2.6 +338 .. 4 +5.7 +314.8 
GR +18-1 





The agricultu_ral income indicators referred to below in sections 1 and 2 
are obtained by successively deducting from the net value added at tac~or 
cost the rents and interest paid by farmers, then employees• 
remuneration, and by dividing th, result by the appropriate agricultural· 
labour force input. See Part II for more details. 
Not including Ireland and Greece for which no estimates of income and/or 
labour input are available. 
Implicit price index of gross domestic product at market prices. 






A rapid analysis of 1983-84 trends in the net income from agricultural 
activity of the holder and members of his family shows an increase in five'out 
-of eight Member States - in some cases much higher than the Community average 




FR of Germany 
+314.8% (-58.2% in 1983) 
+ 16.2% (-20.ll in 1983) 
+ 9.7% (not available in 1983) 
+ 7.8% C-34.1% in 1983). 
The very high increase in income for Denmark is due.to the fact that the rates 
of change are calculated from low residual absolute values. 
There was also an increase in France, of +1.6% (-9% in 1983) which is·belpw, 
the CoDmJUnity average. 




-8.0% (+4.7% in 1983) 
-5.7% (-0.9% in 1983) 
-1.1% (-17.31 in 1983). 
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It is estimated ttat in 1984 the net income rrom agricultur~l activity :in ~~tt,'. 
Comunity (EUR 10 ) of all persons working in agriculture increased by ail , •:::;: 
average of 3.2J in real terms and per capita as compared with 1983, Csee T'at>l,i 
2). The · lower rate of increase of this income indicator a_s compared .witb ,'.\( 
that of the income of the holder and members of his family can be explained .1b)t':''.;, 
the lower average increase in nominal ne.t income (+6.8J) which could not b~ · · \:} 
offset with the decrease in the total agricultural labour. force (-2.0J), -. 1 t 
whilst the deflation rate, remained the same. The rates of this income 1._::t 
indicator for each country are also positive and generally above the· COIIPll~nitg;~'t 
average except in the case of Belgium, Italy and Luxembourg. . ' ·~~f 
Table 2: Estimated net income from agricultural activity of alLpersons · . · · ,,: 
working in agriculture in. 1984: rate of change as compared with 1983 (in S) ,:~'rrt 
' ' ' : ' ' ' ; l' 




Nominal per Implicit Real per capita- . 
capita net price 'index net income froa.\i date of income from 
estimate agricul-
D (29. 1.85) 
F (21.11.84) 
I (26.11.84) 
NL ( 8. 1.85) 
B C 4. 2.85) 
L (10.12.84) 
UK C 9. 1.85) 
IRL 
DK (23. 1.85) 
GR 

















-1 .. 0 
-2.0 
-o .. 8 
-2.6 
-2 •. 0 
income fro of gross agric~ltural · ' 
agricul- domestic activity 
tural product ( 3 :4) · 
activity 
C 1 : 2) 
+8.8 

































.\ : '. 
+3.2 
i.',/.' 4 Not including Ireland and Greece, for which no estimates of income and/.~t!(;:; 
labour fbrce input are available. . J,, 
• N9t including Ireland and Greece. 
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·,,.· oogpar'9cf·with 19S3 · '.: · ··' ,: 
,1); ; . . . . . . 
::i::j?:;, ·.~,,._ latest estimates indicate .that in 1984, the · real and · pit capita net. value . 
·,ac:td• at. factor coat in agriculture within the CoDIDUtiity increased by an 
· .• verge of 11.3J : ( as compared with 1983 when there wtu~ a-decrease· 
,ot ,',6 •. lJ as compared with 1~2 (see Table 3). 
The.net real and per capita value added at factor cost _in agriculture.was 






FR of Germany 
·F,ranc·e 
+35.5% (-16.2% in 1983) 
+11.6% (-11.6% in 1983) 
+10.1% (- 7.5% in 1983) 
+ 7.4% (+·4.7% in 1983) 
+ 6.0J (+ 1.aJ in 1983) 
+ 5.7J (-21.5% in 1983) 
+ 2.1% (- 4.6j in 1983) 
t 





As we have seen above ( Tables 1 and 2) the change in France was lower than the i: 






- 6.5% (+3~7% in 1983) 
- 1.1% (+0.3% in 1983) 
- 0.5J (-15% in 1983) 
· TABLE 3: ·Estimated net value added at factor cost in agriculture in 1984: 
.. percentage rates of change as compared with 1983 · 
Country and Nominal net Total agri-
income from cultural 
Implicit Real per~ 
price index capita net · date of 








of gross income . , 
_tural input domestic from · 
activity product agricul-




(29. 1.85) +6.0 
-1.6 +7.7 +1.9 +5.7 
(21.11.84) +7 .. 1 -1.9 +9.2 +7.0 +2.1 
I (26.11.84) +5 .. 7 -3 .. 3 +9 .. 3 +10.s -1.1 I· 
NL ( 8. 1.-85) +8.5 -0.7 +9.3 +3.1 +6.6 } 
e .( 4. 2.85) -2 .. 5 -1.0 -1.s +5 .. 4 -6 .. 5 
.L (10.12.84) +3.3 -2 .. 0 +S.4 +5.9 -0.5 
UK ( 9. 1.85) . +13.3 -o.8 +14.2 +3.7 +10.1 
IRLC22. 1.85) +11.6 -2,5 +14-5 +6.6 +7 .. 4 
•DK (23. 1.85) +39-6 
-2-6 +43-.2 +5.7 +35-5 
.GR (Nov. 84) +27~6 -3.2 +31 .. 8 +18.1 +11 .. 6 
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4. Reasons fo~ the increase in agricultural income in 1984 
In 1984, final agricultural output increased: 
in value by 7.2% 
in volume by 3.6% 
the average price increased by 3.5%, which is lower than the implicit 
price index of gross domestic product at market prices (inflation rate): 
+5.6%. 
One of the main reasons for the increase in agricultural income is the 
substantial increase in the volume of crop output (+8.5%). 
TABLE 4: 1984/83 rates of change due to volume effects in% 
D F I NL B L UK IRL DK I GR IEUR 101 
' 
Final crop 
1+17.7 1+9.35 l-309 1+7.5 1+10.0 1+26.9 1+21.6 1+15.1 output 
I I I I I I 
Fin9;l animal! 
-2 .. 2 1+2.1 5 l+0.6 1+1 ... 0 I +1.9 I -1.1 -2. 7 
output I I I I I I 
Total final I +3.6 6 J+s.o 1-2.0 1+3~0 I +4 .. 6 +3.7 +5.9 
output I I I I I 
Intermediate 
Consumption I +O~ 1 l+0 .. 9 1-1.s l+o.o I -0.3 -5.2 -0 .. 6 















1+62. 7 1+9 .. 5 
I I 
-1-5 1-1 .. 5 I 
I I 
1+15.4 1+5.,9 I 
I I I 
+1 .. 5 1+3.5 











The only country with a decline in volume is Italy (-3.9%) which accounts for 
f.; about 30% of the final crop output of the Commun! ty. T~e increase in the 
/( 
~:- volume of final crop output is largely due to the spectacular expansion in the 




Including changes in stocks and gross fi.xed capital formation of 
agricultural equipment. 
+8. 5 I I , 
-0.1 
+3.6 
+0 .. 1 
EUR 10 













- 7 .6J . 
-25.4% 


























' 'Increases in output were also recorded for root crops in Luxembourg (+50J), 
Germany (+29J), Denmark and the Netherlands (+26J and +24%), Belgium (+18%), 
the United Kingdom (+15%), France and Ireland (+8j). Falls in output are 
estimated for Italy and Greece (-lJ to -14j). 
Wine production was down by -7.6% for the Community as a whole, with falling, 
rigµres for all countries except Greece (+11.3%): 








·TABLE 6: 198!+/83 rates of change in the main livestock production due to. 
volume etfects in i 
EUR 10 
Final livestock production 
Cattle and calves 
Pigs 
























·: rr';t'!, ,~i;~,f~.:r·; ·: ,<··,;, :· '.1 ' 
,,,,i ' 
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Milk production fell in all producing Member States except in Luxembou~g-
(+3.5%), Ireland (+4.1%) and Italy (+0.5%). 
The sharpest declines were reco~ded in the United Kingdom (-6.1%), Denmark 
(-3.7%) and Germany (-3.5%). 
Beef production, on the other hand, increased by +2.5% for the Community as a 
whole, with the sharpest increases occurring in France (+8.7%), Belgium (+5%) 
and Denmark (+4.2%). On the other hand, decreases were recorded in Luxembourg 
(-8.2%) and Greece (-7.3%). 
The rate of change due to price (see Table 7) was generally 3.5% higher for 
final output in agriculture within the Community. This rate, which represents 
the average change in the prices of agricultural production was particularly. 
high in Greece (+20 •. 1%) and Italy (+8.3%). In other countries (France, . 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark) the !~crease was 
below the Community average whereas a negative rate of change was recorded in 
Germany (-1.9%) and Belgium (-1.7%). 
TABLE 7: Rate of change of final output in agriculture due to price effects 
as compared with the price index of GDP 
Country 











Rate of change due to 


























Table 7 compares the rate of change of agricultural prices with the overall 
inflation rate of each Member State. The inflation rate for the economy in 
general was higher than the rate of change for agricultural production for. 
both the Community as a whole and all Member States except Greece. 
The increase in the prices of crop production (see Table 8) was 3.4% for the 
Community as a whole and was especially high in Greece (+19.5%), Italy (+8.~%) 
and the Netherlands (+5%). On the other hand, there were marked decreases 
especially in Belgium (-10.3%), Denmark (-6.5%), Germany (-3.5%) and the 
United Kingdom (-3.1%). 
As far as individual products are concerned, there was a fall in the price of 
cereals (-3.9% for the Community) especially in the Netherlands (-10.5%), 
Belgium (-9.3%) and Germany (-7.8%) as compared with a marked increase in 
Greece (+15.7%) and-Italy (+9.5%). 
With regard,to the other products, a general increase was recorded especially 
for vegetables (+8.7%) and olive oil (+7.5%). 
,,, 
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"'' pr-iaea ot antaal RC9flUOtiop inoreaaed by+ 3.3, tor the COlllllunity al a 
llllol• and tell on~y in Oeritany ( - 1.1s) , 
All product prl~ea inorea~ed in the 00111J11nity aa a whole eaoept tor cattle(•; 
l:.'IS). The aharpeat inoreaae waa th•t ot ea•(+ l?.91), 
T•ble A.3 or the Annex provide• details or the prioe ohanaea tor each oat•aor1 
or produota and oountry, , 
lnttC!!fliate ooneMRt1on (aee Table 9), 1.e, the to~al ourrent puroti._aea ot 
aood1 and aervioea uaed tor final output in ~rioultUl'e, inoreaaed tor the 
. Communi~y aa a ~hole by+ 6,21 in value and+ 0.11 in volume between 1983 and; 
198~, reau~tina in a prioe inoPeaae or+ 6.1,. 
TABLE 9: Chayea in value, yo~-~ and ~l?.Of_~r int9,rtf.diate oop1pption in 
w1oul tµr9 · · · · · · · · · 
Country 















































._. prioea or inter.Jddiate oona~tion inoreaae.d more quiokly than inflation ' 
1-. tb.e'GQmunity and moat or ttie Member Statea uoept tol' Izteland, The 
lnoreaae in the prio•• of inter,mediate oonaumption waa eapeoially marked in : 
Or,eoe (+ J,,B.8J), and Ita~y (+ lQ.81) fhilat it remained at between+ ~I and 
+ 81 in lr~oe, Btlaiu.m, Luxm.ab.o\ll'g, Il"el~d and D.e~rk, ~nd waa rel_atively . 
..,_t_ ill Geraany ~d the ti,therl_anda (+ 31) and ~ the United Kingdom 
.(+ 3,6$) •. 
,. 
, ' t . 
f.. 
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Among the products of-intermediate.consumption, energy products, ·animal 
feedstuffs and fertilizers had the.highest price increases. 
If the rate of change due to price of final output of agriculture is compared 
with the equivalent rate for intermediate consumption, the resulting ratio 
indicates the terms of trade of agricultural production. 
TABLE 10: Terms of trade of agricultural production in 1984 
1983 = 100 
.1 
I 
I . I I I I f 
D F I NL I B I L UK I IRL QK GR IEUR110j 
Price of l 
final output I 
I I I t I I -1 l - --1- -f - { 
98 .. 1 1102.1 1108.31102-SI 98 .. 3 1100.6 1101 .. 2 1102..6 1101.81120.11103.s I 
I I I I I I I I I I I· 
-, 
1101 .. 1 1110 .. 8 I 103. o I 106.,6 1106 .. 0 1103. 6 110s. 9 1106. 4 111s. 8 I 106 •. 1' I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Terms of 
trade I 9So2 I 95.4 I 97.71 99.51 92.2 94.9 97.7 96.9 95.7 1101.11 97.s. 
In 1984, with the exception of Greece(+ 1.1%) the terms of trade deteriorated 
in all countries, especially in Belgium (- 7.8%), Luxembourg (- 5.1%}, Germany 
(- 4.8%} and France (- 4.6%). 
As regards the productivity of intermedia_te consumption, obtained by comparing 
the index of the volume of final output with the index of the volume of 
intermediate consumption, there was a general recovery as compared with the 
previous year. Productivity increased by+ 3.5% for the Community as a whole 
with changes ranging from+ 13.5% in Denmark to - 0.5% in Italy. 
TABLE 11: Productivity of intermediate consumption in 1984 
1983 = 100 
D F I NL I B I L I UK Il'~L DK I GR IEUR 101 
Volume of --,-- I I I I I . I 
final output I 103.6 1105 .. 0 198 .. 0 I 103 .. 0 I 104.6 I 103.7 1105.9 1104.8 1115.4 I 105.9 I 103.6 I 
·I I I I I I I I I I I I, 
Volume of -
'1100.1 
I I I 
intermediate I 100 .. 9 I 98.5 1100.01 99 .. 7 I 94.8 99.4 1100.2 1101.5 1103.51100.1 I 
consumption I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Productivity 1103.5 I 104.1 199.5 I 103 .. 0l 104-~]_09.4 I 106.5 1104. 6 1113_. 1 1102. 3 I 103. s · I ; · · 
. . ,. ~ABLE 12:. Net value added in agriculture .as a peroentye of net domestic 
product at factor cost 
( 
I I I 
·. I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 
I I · I 
~ I 5.2 I 4.5 I 4.5 
I I I 
I 
EUR 10 
I I I I I I 
I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 11981 
I I. I I . · I I 
I 4.3 I 4.1 I 3~9 I 3.6 I 3.3 I 3.3 
I I I I I I 
MEMBER STATES 
I I I I I 
I I I I 
I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 
I I .1 I 
I 3.6 I 3.3 I 3.3 I 
I I I I 
f j .. 








Years D I F I I I NL I B L I UK I IRL DK GR EUR 101 
I I I I I I I 'I I p 
1973 .. 79 2.3 I 5.3 I 7 .. 8 I 4.6 I 3 .. 0 3-0 I 2.3 I 15c 9 I 4 .. s I 18. 4 I 4 .3 · I 
1~80-83 1 .. 5 I 3-8 I 6 .. 1 I (,1 I 2. 4 I 2.9 I 1. 9 I ~-7 I 4.2 111.8 I 3"4 L 
1984 1 •. 4 I 3-6 I 5.,6 I 4.4 I 2. 3 I 2. 9, I 1.9 l1tl.2 I 4.9 J1S.3 I 3 .. , I. 
I I I I I I I I I I I; 
The contribution of the net value added at factor cost of agricultural 
I I 
activity has been declining constantly by comparison with the net domestic 
product of the economy as a whole. 
Between 1973 and 1984 it dropped from 5.2% to 3.3% for the Community as a 
whole. The countries for which the contribution of the value added of 
agriculture is lowest are Germany (1.4%) and the United Kingdom (1.9%), 
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5. Trends in agricultural income for 1973 to 1984 
The income of the agricultural holder and his family (see Table A.6.) from 
their agr_j.oultural activity fell constantly between 1973 and 1981 in the. 
Community' 8S a whole (- 5.8% per annum on average); since then, this variable 
has fluctuated, increasing in 1982, falling in 1983 and increasing again iri · 
1984, to revert to the average level for the years 1979-1980-1981. 
In Germany, the fall in income was contained until the end of the 1970s and· 
became much more marked between 1978 and 1980. After a sharp rise in 1982, the 
decline has continued over the past two years. 
In France, the trend in income fell sharply towards the middle of the 1970s, a 
second decline was felt in 1980 and 1981 and there was a slight recovery 
between 1982 and 19a4. 
In Italy, there has been a constant decline since 1973 with the lowest level 
since 1973 reached in 1984. 
In Belgium and Luxembourg, the trend in income has fluctuated to settle at a 
relatively high level over the past few years. 
In the United Kingdom, income fell sharply towards the end of the 1970s but. 
has recovered slightly over the past few years. 
As regards the income of all persons working in agriculture (see Table A.6.) 
from their agricultural activity, this has also declined constantly for the 
Community as a whole since 1973, in spite of slight recovery in 1982. 
I Not including the Netherlands, Ireland and Greece. 
- 13 -
6. Trends in tota.l and per capita net ,Value added for 1973 to 198.t& (see -
Tables A.7 to,A.17) 
In real terms, i.e. after deflating with the implicit price index of the GDP 
(base year 1980), net value added or agriculture fell constantly, by 26% 
between. 1973 and 198.t&, or - 2.7% per year. 
TABLE 13: Trends in total net value added and trends per capita 
"1980" 8 = 100 
' 
Years Real total net Total agricultural Real per capita net. 
value added labour force value added 
1973 132 118 112 
1974 117 115 ', 102 
1975 115 111 104 
1976 116 110 106 
1977 111 107 105 
1978 112 105 107 
1979 106 102 104 
1980 97 100 97 
1981 97 98 99 
1982 104 95 109 
1983 96 94 . 103 
1984 98 92 ' ; 107 
The labour force indicator has also declined constantly (-2.2% per year) since, 
1973. The per capita net value added has remained relatively stable over the 
past 12 years. 
Table 14 summarizes the trend of this indicator (per capita value added) in 
the different Member States~ 
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119 I 114 I 
101 I 103 I 
98 I 108 I 










I 116 -1. 105 









GR I' EUR 
I I 
I 87 I 
I 110 I 
I 111 J 
I _L 
Average annual rates of change 
, -i: ·: / .-;.'~* I I I I I I I I I I . I ~ .p.-. 
. I 1973-75. 1-0.6 l-9.1 1+1 •. 7 1-s •. 3 l-8 .. 4 1-s.2 l-6.2 1+2-s 1-1?.91-0.9 I -3.fjJj} 
I 1976-79 l-5.8 l+CL6 1+4 .. 2 l-4.9 l-6.s 1+6.8 1-s.3 1-0.1 l+1u9 I o.o I .-o.f'f'-'. 
I 1980-84 1+1 ... 2 1+2.7 1-1 .. 2 1+8-2 1+4.4 1+6-0 1+4.4 l+S .. 8 1+10.81+3.7 I +2 .. ; .t··/ 
I I I I I I I I I I I .· I i · k ,, · -----'---_..;.____________________ ;._.._._:._ ________. ---------1'1--· .,;.,:;,·.:, 
The trend is negative in Italy and Germany, whereas figures remain around the 
Community average in France following a slight improvement over the past few 
years. In the other countries, the trend has remained positive especially in 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Ireland and Luxembourg. 
One final aspect of this analysis concerns the 1973-84 trends in the 
indicators "terms of trade" and "productivity" or intermediate consumption. It 
should remembered that the first indicator corresponds to the ratio between 
the implicit price index of final agricultural output and the implicit price 
index of intermediate consumption, whereas the second indicator corresponds to 
the ratio between the index of the volume of final output and that of 
intermediate consumption • 
. Table A.4 in the Annex shows the trends in the terms of trade (or the "price 
scissors") for each Member State up to 1984, by comparison with the 1979-1981 
period. 
There has been an overall gradual decline which means that the implicit price 
· index of goods and services for intermediate consumption is rising more 
rapidly than that of final output. 
[ . 
As regards the productivity of intermediate consumption (Table A.5), following ·f 
· a decline. in the second half of the 1970s, the volume of production for the 
Comm.unity as a whole has tended to grow more rapidly than the volume of 
intermediate consumption in recent years. This trend is fairly general b.ut 
does not apply to Greece~where the decline in productivity has continued into 
the. most rece~t years. 
t 
average for the years 1979, 1980 and 1981. 
... :]7~~~:;rr~t~rt;;, 
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II. METHOJ),01.00Y 
Itt this ~ument, the Statistical Office of the European Communitiea (SOBC) 
presents the estimates tor the .change in agricultural income in the Member 
· States. 
Tbeae estimates are based on rates of change of three indicators: 
- net value added at factor cost 
- net income from agricultural,activity and 
- net income from agricultural activity of the holder and his family. 
Groaa and net value added at factor cost in the production branch 
'Agriculture• are computed as follows: 
Final output 
- intermediate consumption 
• Gross value added at market prices 
+ subsidies 
- · .taxes linked to production 
= ~ross value added at factor cost 
epreciation . 
= net value added at factor cost 
1a regards the additional indicators, it should be pointed out that in 
economic accounting terms: 
Net value added at factor cost 
- Rents and interest.payments 
= Net income from agricultural activity 
- Wages and salaries paid 
= Net income from agricultural activity 





(a) represents the total resources available to holders for remuneration of 
labour (his own, that of the members of his family and the hired 
workforce) and of his own capital, including any profit deriving from 
farming activity. When divided by the total agricultural labour input, .the 










(b) comprises the ,remuneration of the factors of production (land, capital and 
labour) belonging to the holder and his family, including the ne_t 
operating profit of the holding. When divided by the agricultural labour 
input of the unremunerated ~orkforce, the second additional income 
indicator is obtained. 
The followi~g methodological points shou~d be borne in mind when considering 
the data contained in the document: 
Figures have been compiled according to the principle of the Economic . 
Accounts for Agriculture, which form part of the European System of 
Integrated Economic Accounts (ESA). Complete harmonization of ,bsolute 
data between countries has not yet been achieved, however, although the 
rates of change!!:!! considered to be comparable. 
National results already published in Member States (for example France) 
may differ significantly from the estimates shown here because of a 
different treatment of changes in stocks or other elements. 
In the text and table headings, 'per capita' is to be interpreted as •per 
unit of agricultural labour input of the _ labour force'. 
The data cover the relative changes in a given calendar year as compared 
with the previous year. They thus comprise elements from two crop years. 
The foreoasts were made by experts in the Member States on the '.basis of 
such evidence as was available on changes between 1983 and 1984 in the 
prices and volumes of the various components of nominal net value added at 
,factor cost, and in the work input of the agricultural labour force. 
The data cover the production branch 'Products of agriculture and hunting' 
and not the activity sector 'Agriculture', which may be taken in very 
general terms to be the total of economic activities of·. agricultural 
holdings. 
Net value added at factor cost in agriculture comprises the total of the 
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.... Tbis incom, puameter is not, howev:er, an indicator of .the total househ41d , ,· '.{~~ 
income at those engaged in farming. It should be noted that in addition rto.\. ;;\ :j~ 
their purely agricultural inc.ome- in the strict sense, agricultural · 1,' \:;\J 
. holdings or households ~ay also rec~i ve incomes from other, sources. '. .· · :\~j 
The average rates of change for agricultural gross and net value added .in · \d,) 
/ the individual Member States and in the Comunity as a whole give no ·· """'!' 
indication.of the differences between regions and types of farm within the \J 
Member States. t 4l 
The data on the relative change in real per capita gross and net value 
added at factor cost and of the two additional real income indicators are 
obtained by deflating the corresponding nominal rates of ch~nge by the 
. implicit price index of gross domestic product at market prices. The . 
relevant figures were supplied by the Directorate-General for Economic and 
Financial Affairs of the Commission of the European Communities. The real 
rates of change do not represent the results of a computation ·in volume 
terms and are not, therefore, forecasts of the changes in gross and net 
value _added at constant prices; they are, on the contrary, indicators of-
the changes in the real value of agricultural income. The question of_how 
best to, remove the effects of inflation has been discussed in detail on 
several occasions by the relevant SOEC working party, which has concludep 
that . for the purposes of deflating nominal agricultural income there is_,· 
at present, no more appropriate price index available than the 
above-mentioned 'implicit price index of gross domestic product at market 
prices'. (1) 
The estimates are subject to a margin of error which increases as the 
definitions of the numerator and denominator of each ratio are progressively 
narrowed. Thus the indicators of real gross and net value added at factor cost, 
per unit of labour input are regarded as more reliable than the indicator 'net.· 
income from agricultural activity per unit of total agricultural labour 
input', while-the latter, in. turn, is considered more reliable than the 
indicator 'net income from agricultural,activity of the holder and his family 
per unit of unr,emunerated agricultural input'. 
(1) The method of calculating this deflater for EUR 10 is based on P.P.S. 
(Purchasing Power Standards). For the calculation of the Community totals 
of gross domestic product, both at current and at constant prices, ECU 
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Finally, the real rates of change in value added for the Community (EUR 10) 
have been calculated as the weighted average of the ten national real rates of 
change. The. weighting factors used in calculating the 1984 results were the 
relative contributions of the Member Sta.tes to agricultural gross and net 
value added at factor cost in the Community in 1983 (at current prices) i.e.: 




































The real rates of change of the two additional income indicators for the 
Community (EUR 10) were calculated in a similar manner, as weighted averages 
of the ten real national rates of change. The weighting factors used in 
calculating the 1984 results correspond to the relative contributions of the 
individual Member States in 1983 in respe~t of 'net value added at factor cost 
minus rent and interest payments' and the 'net value added at factor cost 
minus rent, interest payments and wages and salaries paid' for the Community 
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F I NL D B L UK ·· IRL Dk 
, . 
. - . 
. 
+ .Final cro;e outout +13,6 +10,;1) + 4,2 +13,0 - 1,3 +20,9 ~17,8 +13,7 +52,1 
of which: 
.Cereals - +31,4 .+14,2 +25,0 - 6,o +14,8 +136,6 +19,7 +17,6 +93,5 
Root crops +12,6 +24,6 +54,1 +23,5 ·-15,4 -8,9 +24,7 +26,5 0 
Potatoes +16,4 +52,5 +101,8 +31,0 -32,6 -8,9 +31,l +59,8 : 
Sugar beet +10,7 + 8,6 + 6,0 + 9,0 - 2,·5 : +11,1 + 9,5 : 
Fresh vegetables + 7,5 + 9,1 · + 9,7 +17,0 + 1,0 +12,1 + 8,9 : :·' 
Fresh fruit +19,7 - 5,1 1- 8,7 - 1,5 -15,0 +122;2 + 7,9 . : . 
Citrus fruit - : - - - - - -
Grapes : : : + 1,5 : . - -. 
·orape must and wine 
-15,1 + 3,0 I -10,8 : : · -17 ,8 . - -. 
. 
. Olive oil 
-
: -40;0 - - - - : -Flowers and ornamen- + 3,0 - 0,3 : +10.Q + 5,0 : : : : 
' tal plants 
+ Final animal outiut 
- 3.3 + 6,5 1) + 6,1 + 2,0 + 4,9 + 0,9 .. 0,7 + 6,5 + ?,2 
; of which 
Cattle and calves 
- 8,9 + 7,9 '-1- 6,7 - 4,o + 1,9 -10,3 - 2,2 + 8,1 - 6,0 
Pigs + 1,0 + 7,0 + 9,0 + 7,5 +10,5 + 5,3 +14,7 - 2,4 +16,~ Sheep and goats . 
- 5,4 + 1,9 . +17,5 - 3,3 . +11,5 +4,4 -9 .• 1 . . 
Poultry + 8,1 +°'?,8 + 7,5 - 5,0 +10,8 - 4,4 + 5,9 +.4,4 + 7,9 
Milk 
- 4,9 +· 4,0 + 6,1 - 2,0 - l,4 + 9,0 - 7,2 + 6,7 - 3,2 
Eggs +14,4 +14,8 +25,5 +12,0 +11,1 -· 5;8 + 9,0 +_9,7 + 9,6 
.• 
AEicfu.ltural oontI"act + 
work -66,0 : : . . : +15,2 -: . . . . 
-
+ 7,92) Final output + 1,6 + 6,1 + 5,5 + 2,8 + 4,3 + 7,2 + 7,5 +17,5 . -
: 
.... 
•.. . . .. 
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+ 1,:1. ; 
+_ ?,:, 
+ 9,5 ., 
+ 6t:.? ; 





+ 7,2 .. ... 
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2) Incl •. stock change and gross fixed capital f'6nnation in respec;,t of ~ioul~ural --:---.;~l 
., ,. " . ~ ''..,,~,J,;,'..;,,;,;~J.'. ;,.::.J~~£.ii,'\c :.:.~,.~;~,;. '~. ;" :;,...;~ ,,.,:~ .;_~~~ .;."..,,;,..;;:;o.;,:;,,,,~:.--:.:i! lc:4 ,, ,:~~==:~..d .. ~ ..... ; . -."\ ·,. :·; .~ ·- -. . . 
/ 
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Table A~·1: 1984-percent:age rates of change in value compared with 1983 Cat current prices) 
D F I NL B .L UK IBL DK GR EUR 10 
+ Final output + 1,6 + 7,9 + 6,1 + 5,5 + 2,8 + 4,3 + 7, 2. + 1,5. + 17,5 + 27,2 + 7,2 
-
Intermediate con- + 3,1 + 8,7 + 9,1 + 3,0 + 6,3 + 0,5 + 3,p + 6,1 + 8,0 + 23,0 + 6,2 sumption 
of which : 
Seeds and seedlings + 4,5 + 2,9 : .+ 14,5 + 15 + 5,5 
-
5,4 + 5,0 + 5,8 : I Feedingstuffs + 3,0 + 5,2 : 0 + 5,5-
-
5,3 + 0,9 + 0,9 + 5,0 l I Fertilizers and soil 
conditioners 
-
1,0 + 14,5 : + 6,0 + 5,4 
-
1,0 + 10,0 + 12,1 + 22,8 . I . Energy,lubricants 
' Material J small + 4,5 + 6,91 . + 12,0 + 10,1 + 9,7 + 1,5 I + 3,8 : I . tools; maintenance + 4,5 + B,o : tl- 6,o + 6,5 + 7,1 + 6,7 s + 5,5 : : and repairs 
Services 
+ 4,0 I+ 9,1 : + 5,5 : + 3,0 l + 9,2 : I 
Gross value added 
• at market prices - 0,3 1-1- 7,3 + 4,8 + 8,5 - 1,9 + 6,9 + 12,6 + 8,8 + 30,2 + 28,5 . + 8,1 
+ Subsidies + 146,4 + 15,3 + 44,5 -250,0 + 3,42 - 23,2 
-
7,5 +·53,6 + 1,0 + 7,8 +35,0 
Taxes linked to pro-
+ 35,1 + 13, 6 + 6,1 + 3,0 • + 44,5 + 16,6 + 96,7 1,4 + 15,6 - duction • 
-
s 
Gross value added + 5,1 + 7,2 + 7,2 + 8,o 1,6 + 3,5 + 10,6 + 10,6 + 30,1 + 27,3 + 1,6 - at factor cost -
; 
- Del)reciat ion rt 3,5 + 8,o + 14,2 .+ 5,0 + 5,0 + 4,9 + 2,4 + 5,3 + 4,f + 20,6 + 7,4 
·--. --
.. Net value added at ft- 6,o + 7,1 + 5,7 + 8,5 
-
2,5 + 3,3 .+ 13, 3 + 11,6 + 39,5 + 27,6 + 1,1 factor cost 
---. i -
-
~ ··• lfot'.'inai.lllb1e. - 1) }!5[cl. _i!QU.11 tools. - 2) Subsidies minus taxes li:nked to production "14 incl.. 
un·~E~~~ion or _vAT, -))
0
~0~~ d~~cia::ot,_for !»~~tu~,· . ,. -~-- _. ·. _ ··. _ ~ _ . 
;,,,:•,'.:i~,..,.~,,-':.;,-~,£c-,.!~'.:. , ;;:,.'.• ~-as .• _ -.· \· i· -:•:\;,:o,,;_; ·_. , .. ,..; · ;: .~c,'- · ,_ .. < · -~-::;: -:·-:- -.. · ; .• ~. ,·,•.·, ,· .. ,,.., ·.: ... ·. ·, :: .. ·- "'- ·-_: :.>~, . · .' · >:- ·-. -.:,: , .. : \ _:~ '. .. _. ---:: . 
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T~ble A.2: 1984-percentage rates of change due to volu~e compared with 1983 
<: 
-e·,J 




D F I NL B L UK IRL DK GR EUR 10 . 
.j 
+ Final crop output + 17,7 + 9,31' - 3,9 + 7,5 - 10,0 + 26,9 + 21,6 + 15,1 + 62,7 + 9,5 + 8,5. 
of which : 
Cereals + 42,6 + 21,2 + 14,2 + 5,0 + 26,6 +133,6 + 28, 7 
+ 26,9 +111,0 + 28,8 + 28,2 
Root crops + 29,4 + 8,o - 0,5 + 23,5 + 18,4 + 50,0 + 14,8 + 7,5 + 26,1 - 14,3 + 14,3 
Potatoes + 42,0 + 1,0 + 2,6 + 23,0 + 34,8 + 50,0 + 13,1 - 0,1 
. 
-
5,9 : . 
Sugar beet + 23,0 + 12,0 - 3,6 + 25,0 + 6,o : + 18,4 + 12,5·· I - 32,0 . . 
Fresh vegetables + 7,5 + 1,0 - 1,0 + 3,5 + 2,0 + 12,1 + 12,7 : I + 3,5 + 2,3 
+ 26,0 1,0 ~ 
- 10,9 - 12,0 Fresh fruit + + 1,0 +137,0 + 4,0 : : - 5,8 - 2,1 
Citrus fruit - : - - - - - - + 8,1 I 
Grapes : : : - 3,4 I I - - - 3,6 I 











Olive oil - I - 40,0 • + - - - - + 15,0 - 25,4 
Flowers and ornamen- + 1,0 - 5,0 I + 5,5 o,o I : : : : I 
tal plants 1 
+ Final animal output - 2,2 + 2,1 + o,6 + i,o + 1,9 - 1,1 - 2,7 + 2,7 - 1,5 - 1,5 0,1 -
of which 
Cattle and calves - 1,5 + 8,7 - o,8 + 3,0 + 5,0 - 8,2 - . 1,1 + 3,9 + 4,2 7,3 + 2,5 -
Pigs - 1,0 - o,o + 3,5 + 4,5 + 4;0 + 3,7 - 2,0 - 5,3 - 0,7 1,0 o,6 - + 
Sheep and goats - 2,0 - 2,0 - 9,0 o,o : + 3,3 + 5,0 : + 0,7 + 0,4 
Poultry + 1,0 - 2,0 - o,o + 2,5 - 1,5 + 4,4 + 3,0 - 1,8 I 2,2 -+ o,o -
Milk - 3,5 - 1,0 + 0,5 - 3,0 - 3,0 + 3,5· - 6,1 + 4,1 - 3,7 0,1 2,4 - -
.· Eggs - 0,5 - 1,0 - 1,2 -l- 6,o +· 1,0 - 7,6 - 4,7 - 5,2 + 0,5 o,8 0,7 - -
+ A1ZTicultural contrac1 - 67,0 : . : I . + 5~4 : . . I . . 
work 
• Final out;eut + 3,6 + 5,0
2 
-
2,0 + 3,0 + 4,6 + 3,7 + 5,9 + 4,8 + 15,4 + 5,9 + 3,6 
~ 
1 No't available.·- Nil·. - 1) Sales only. - 2) Including stock change ana gross fixed 
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fable A.2: 1984-percentage rateS-.oJ change due to volume compared with 1983 
D F I NL B L UK IRL DK GR BUR 10 
' 
+ Final ~ut~t + 3,6 5,0 ..;,, 2,0 3,0 4,6 4,8 + + + + 3,7 + 5,9 + + 15,4 + 5,9 + ·3,6 
-
Intermediate con~ 
sumption + 0,1 + 0,9 
-
1,5 + o,o - 0,3 - 5,2 - o,6 + 0,2 + 1,5 + 3,5 + 0,1 
of which : 
'~ 
. :'.'~~::~ 
. ~ f'~l"" ~~l t 
,;, :m }:~1 








3,0 I I 
Feedingstuffs .... 1,0 - 3,0 I - 2,0 - 0,5 - 13,0 - 1,8 - 1,0 - 1,0 I I 
Fertilizers and 
soil conditioners - 1,0 + 6,o I + 3,0 
-
0,3 + 4,8 + 3,6 + 6,8 + · 6,o I I 
Energy, lubricants 1,0 1,01) Material, small + - I + 2,0 o,o + 1,4 + 0,9 I + 3,0 I 1. 
tools; maintenance + 1,5 - o,o I .. + 3,0 o,o I + 0,1 I 
-
0,4 I I 
and repairs 
Services + 2,0 + 2,0 I o,o I + 1,1 I + 3,9 I I· 
t Not available. - Nil. - 1) Exel. small tools. 
·i ... 
1n:c•• 
Table A.3:- 1984-perceni;tge rates of change due .to·price compared-with1983 
\ 
, 
D F I NL B L .- ·UI{ . IRL DK GR EUR 10 
+ Final crop output l - 3,5 + 1,01) + 8,4 + 5,0 -10,3 - 4,? - 3,1 - 1,2 ~,6,5 +19,5 + 3,4 
I 
·of which 1 i 
Cereals - 7,8 - 5,8 + 9,5 -10,5 - 9,3 + 2,3 - 7,0 - 7,3 - 8,3 +15,7 - 3,9 
Root oropa -13,0 +15,4 +54,9 + o,o -27,? -39,2 + 8,6 +17,7 -20,7 +10,5 + 6,7 
Potatoes -18,0 +51,0 +96,7 + 6,5 -50,0 -39,2 +15,9 +6o,O : + 8,5 .. . 
Sugar beet -10,0 - 3,0 +10,0 -13,0 - 8,o : - 6,2 - 2,7 : +l?,4 . . 
Fresh vegetables o,o + 8,o +10,8 +12,5 - 1,0 o,o - 3,4- . . +25,0 + 8,7 . . 
Fresh fruit - 5,0 - 6,o l + 2,5 +12,0 -15,8 - 6,3 + 3,8 : . +26,6 + 1,0 . 
Citrus fruit - : - - - - - - +20,5 . • 
Grapes . : . + 5,1 . : - - +19,7 . . . . . . 
Grape must and wine +37,0 + 6,0 ~ - 5,1 o,o 
. 






Olive oil - : o,o - - . - - - - +18,5 + 7,5 
Flowers and ornamen- + 2,0 + 5,0 . + 4,5 + 5,0 . . . . . . . . . • . 
tal plants I + Final ~imal output 1 + 8,3 + 3,7 + 6,8 +21,4 - 1,1 + 4,3 + 1,0 + 2,9 + 2,0 + 3,5 + 3,3 
. 
of which 
Cattle and calves 
- 7,5 - 0,7 + 7,6 - 7,0 - 2,9 - 2,3 ·- l,l · + 4,o - 9,8 ·+20,0 ·- 1 4 . 
. ' Pigs + 2.,0 + 7,0 + 5,3 + 3,0 + 6,3 + 1,5 +17,0 + 3,1 +17,3 +15,0 + 6,7 
Sheep and goats 
- 3,5 + 4,0 . + 4,o - 3,3 : + 7,9 - o,6 . +18,0 + 9,1 . . 
Poultry + 7,0 +10,0 + 7,5 +1t,o +12,5 o,o + 2,8 + 6,3 . +15,0 + 6,? 
Milk 
. 
I - 1,5 + 5,0 + 5,6 + 1,0 + 1,7 + 5,6 - 1,2 + 2,7 + 0,5 +17,9 + 2,2 Eggs +15,0 +16,0 +27,0 + 5,5 + 10,0 + 2,0 +14,4 +15,7 + 9,1 +70,1 +17,9 
+ A!!:icultural contract 
work + 3,0 . : . . : + 7,4 . : . • . . . . ' . • 
-
= 
F~nal gut ;put 
- 1,9 + 2,72' + 8,3 + 2,5 - 1,7 + o,6 + 1,2 + 2,6 + 1,8 +20,1 + 3,5 
-
.. 
·.• .. ~~ 
'.1 Not available. - Nil. - 1) __ sales only •.. 1- 2)1Inol. stock change and gross fixed 
capital foriiation tn re8l'9ct· of 9«riou.ltU,J"al goads. --- . 
.-
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Table A.3: 1984-percentage rates of change due to price compared with 1983 
D F I NL B L UK 
+ Final out12ut - 1,9 + 2,7 + 8,3 + 2,5 - 1,7 + o,6 + 1,2 
- Intermediate con- +10,8 + 6,6 + 6,o + 3,6 
sumption 
+ 3,0 + 7,7 + 3,0 
of which 
Seeds and seedlings + 4,5 - 2,0 : + 4,o + 1,5 +14,9 + 0,5 
Feedingstuffs + 4,o + 8,5 : + 2,0 + 6,o + 8,9 + 2,7 
Fertilizers and 
I soil conditioners o,o + 8,o : + 3,0 + 5,8 - 5,5 + 6,2 
i Energy, lubricants 
+ 8,o ! Material, small + 3,5 : +10,0 +10,1 + 8,2 + o,6 I tools; maintenance + 3,0 + 8,01 : + 3,0 + 6,5 + 7,1 + 6,6 
· and repairs 
I Services 
+ 2,0 + 7,0 
-
.. + 5,5 : + 1,9 
... 
1 Not ~vailable. - Nil. - 1): Exel. small tools. 
IRL DK GR 
+ 2,6 + 1,8 +20,1 
+ 5,9 + 6,4 +18,8 
+ 7,0 + 9,0 : 
+ 8,5 + 6,1 : 
+ 5,5 +15,9 : 
: +1 o,8 : 
: + 5,9 : 


















..·~ .. i 
.-:..; ; ' .·· . . .·. .· • : . . . . ' ' ' . ·. : . ' . . . . . . . . .• ' . ' . . . -.• ' 11~ . ,, -, ' /~ 
·~~,,,.;"-~*~•lil~it- ·-·yii,iz?iJolitlfif•tn..~:•·~o22M,;...:i.i!flftl.:•,~t·~•.tcii:•u~i:dtJ.irJ~lit~~18'~1t.t1iii•:ii~ii.•'.:•·~;-si!Mi.1.ilaii;~~~1St't11:i~~-~-t;*i;;l•~~l;;~!iiitiif'~~,:;::--"":~~ 
Trends in the pric~ scissors (1) or "terms of trade" "1980"= (2) = 100 
t I IRL* I I D I F* I I I NL I B I L I UI< 1- I DK 1 · GR I EUR 10 I 
-·· I I I I I I I I · I I ,- . 1 
I 1973 I 111,9 I 124,5 I 107,3 I 113,3 I 110,9 I 118,2 I 117,0 I 125,3 I 111,6 I 108,4 I 115,4 I 






102,4 I 105,0 _ J 95,3 I 100,8 I 99,2 I 103,9 I 103,3 I 95,5 I , 94, 1 · I 100,2 I I 




__ J __ I 
-~I- --I 
I i i i i i 94;2 i 106,5 I 1975 110,3 I 108,0 I 94,7 110,3 I 109,7 101,6 -111,7 96,8 100,1 
I I I I . I 
I I 
1976 I 112,.4 I 111,7 I 97,0 I 113,.0 I 111,4 I 102,3 118,6 105, 1 I 104,0 I 104,9 I 109,1 
I I I I 
1977 I 108,3 I 111,4 I 101,0 I 108,2 I 103, 1 I 100,3 107, 1 109,4 I 101,0 . I 107,1 I 106,8 
I I I 
' 
I -I I 
1978 I 108,6 I 109,7 I 107,2 I 107,6 ~ 106,2 I 102,8 I 104,8 113,9 I 110,5 _ I 113,8 I 108,1 
I . I I _, I 
1979 I 1os,1 - I 106,5 I 106,5 I 100,7 I 101,8 I 104,5 - I _ 104, 1 I 108,4 I 104,8 I 107,4 I 104,9 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1980 I 98,2 I 97,6 I 100,6 I 99,4 I 99,7 I 99,2 I 97,7 1· 95,3 I 99,6 I 96,6 I 98,6 -1 
I I I -, I I --~--- -- I_ __ ~ --- I I I · I 
1981 I 96,7 I 95,9 I 92,9 I 99,9 I 98,5 I 96,3 I 98,2 I 96,3 I 95,6 I 96,1 I 96,5 : I 
I I I I I '-~-~'-~ -- I I I l 
I I I I I I 95,4 · j 103,4 . f I 1982 96,1 96,2 95,4 98,7 97,2 I 100,3 I 97,6 95,1 I 97,1 I 





___ I -- - J I I I 
I 
I 
1983 I 92,9 I 96,2 I 95,0 I 98,6 I 96,9 I 97,6 I 95,5 I 95,o, I 93,1 I 100,9 96,1 : I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
93,7 - I 1984 I 88,5 I 91,7 I 92,9 I 98,1 _ I 89,4 I 92,6 I 93,3 _ I 92,0 I 89,1 I 102,0 I 
L _J I I I I I ------ ___ J L I I 
I'-"': ,, (1) Imo~\fit ir:i,jix pf_ pric~s of final output ciiv'i_ded l:iy the i111o_l i(=it inc.fox of prices of intermediate consumption. (2) "1980 =--(1- t} + 1980 + 1981): 3. - - - - - · ,_ · - . - ·:·. -- · · · - -· ---· 
* -EUROSTAT estimate. - - -
r. 




D I F* I NL B I L UK I IRL* I DK I GR 
I 
EUR 10 I 
I 
106,1 I 112,9 I 112,6 I 101,0 I 102,1 I 99,7 I 90,1 I 114,2 I 103,2 I 119,5 I 105,o I 
I I I I I I I I · I I I 
109, 9 I 112, 1 111,8 103,2 103,1 I 98,1 
I 
9~,7 I 125,6 I 121,9 I 111,3 I 101,5 I 
I I I . I T 
I 
101,8 I 109,5 I 116,0 I 101,3 I 95,2 I 97,6 I 89,7 I 138,2 I 105,9 I 114,2 I 105,7 I 
I I I I I I 1 I I I J 
I 
1976 I 101,2 I 103,2 I 101,2 I 98,8 I 94,3 I 84,o I 86,8 I 119,7 I 97,3 I 109,3 I 99,9 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I r 
J 
1977 I 101,9 I 100,1 I 102,0 1 99,8 I 95,5 I 93,o I 92,4 I 118,1 I 104,3 1- 98,2 I 99,4 I 
I I I I I I I I t I I I 
. I 




I I I I I I I I I I I I 





99,4 I. 100,2 I 99,6 I 97,1 I 99,7 I 97,1 . J 100,9 I 104,9 · 1 100,0 I 102,4 I 100,0 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 




1982 109 ,8 I 105,3 99,3 
_ 108,2 I 105,6 I 111 ,2 I 105, 1 I 104,0 I 110,4 I 98,8 I 105, 1 I 
I I I I I I ·1 I I I I I I 
I I 
I 1983 I 104,7 I 101,8 I 101,2 I 105,8 I 102,6 I 100,5 I 101,1 t 102,0 I 105,2 I 93,o I 102,4 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I . I 
I 1984 I 1os,4 I 105,9 I 100,1 I 109,0 I 101,6 I 109,9 I 108,4 I 106,7 I· 119,5 I 95,2 I 106,o I 
L~- _ I I__ .... ~-_ I I I I I I l I I I 
(1) Index of volume of fina~ ~,tput ~ivirled b~ the index of volume of intermediate consumotion. 
( 2) II 198011 : ( 1979 + 1980 + 1981 ) : 3 • 
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~~;ff£~ ~-~:·T: ;:~-,.~~?:~:"::i,~\. '".""'~~~:::::·t~t7;. J~)~_(\'Trf}~::~-~~~'!''?"';::'i1"~ ~~~=::~~f::~~~~~~··r~:~:·< ,.1?~ r~!{:11:/j',7"(ff,jl,~~~~ry':, 5 ~~:'f__r~~~:~'C'"~~r~?t· ;~";'~·:;:',." .-r~ =~~/:£···;+:;~ 
" • . ~ • , ~ ' . , . . . . . . : Ja£ •• f: -fll- \! mli· ...... -!Jtb!llmi 9!tifltt~o. . . 1 • : ,-, . • , - ,~r , -, ': .·. , : cJl . · - . ' · •tt 9 ll ·{l) .,100 · · , . . 
:;,,, f -- -~~. I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 f 1976 I 1977 f 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 198; I 1982. I 1983 .I 1914 f I *"I' r 
I t I I I I I I · 1 I I · I I I l -· tt 3 l 
. - -... ,, ..... -
6eraay -
.}:;·1 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 149,0 I 121,9 I 146,1 I 154,1 I 141,2 I 138,8 I 114,1 1 ·.9o,o I 96,2 125,0 I 82,4 I 88,a I I +1,1 I . 
••• of all ersons workin in a riculture 137,2 114,9 135,3 142,9 137,8 131,3 111,4 91, 9 97,2 120,5 86,4 92,3 +6 8 
.. 
I France I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 159,1 I 134,9 I 111,6 I 111,2 I 114,9 I 116,3 I 116,5 I 94,3 I 91,9 I 114,3 I 104,0 I 105,1 I I +1,0 
••• of all persons working in agriculture I 141,9 I 125,0 I 111,9 I 111,1 I 110,3 I 111.~ I 112,6 I 95,8 I 93,8 I 111,5 I 104,0 I 10512 I I +1,2 
Italy 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 122,8 I 110,1 I 113,9 I 105,1 I 104,2 I 108, 1 I 113,3 I 103,2 I 88,3 I 86,2 I 85,4 I ao,s I I -5~7 
••• of all persons working in agriculture I 97,5 1 93,4 1 99,6 1 96,o 1 98,4 I 102,5 I 106,3 I 101,1 I 94,8 I 94,8 I 95,1 I 92,8 I I -2,4· 
I I I I I I I I BelgiullJI I I I I I I I I 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 125,1 I 98, 1 I 102, 2 I 119, 8 I 91,9 I 100,6 I 101,2 I go,8 I 102,4 I 116,1 I 121,5 J 111,8 I I 
-s,o I. j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 121,9 I· 96,6 I 101,8 I 111,6 I 91,7 l 99,6 I 106,4 I 91,4 I 102,5 I 115,o I 120,0 I 111,0 I I -1,s I , 
I I I I I I I I Luxeabourg I I I I I I I I 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 111,8 I 95,1 I 101,4 I 81, 9 I 108, 1 I 102 , 4 I 105 , 6 I 93,5 I 101,6 I 150,0 I 124,0 I 122,6 I I 
-1,1 I j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 116,9 I 95,1 I 101,8.1 83,1 I 108,4 I 102,3 I 105,5 I 93,9 I 101,3 I 141,1 I 122,0 I 120,1 I I -1,l f 
I I I I I I I I United KiagdH I I I I I I I 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 218,1 I 163,5 I 162,9 I 111,8 I 151,3 I 138,1 I 111,4 I 81,6 I 102,8 I 129,5 I 103,5 I 12~.3 I .I +16,2 l 
, ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 143,8 I 125,5 I 125,9 I 134,2 I 123,2 I 116, 1 I 106,0 I 94,3 I 99,1 I 113,9 I 104,4 I 114,1 I I +9,3 I 
I I I. I I I I I Denaark I I I I I I .. I ·_ . ·I 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 111,4 I 599,o I 354,9 I 334,2 I 411,s I 405,6 I 89,1 I 16,4 I 98,8 I 365,o I 152,4 I 632,2 I l+J14,s I 
1 ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 301,6 I 210,8 I 181,1 I 182,4 I 208,2 I 209,9 I 106,1 I 85,o I 108,9 I 199,1 I 126,4 I 291,0 I 1+130,2 I 
I I I I I I I I . -~ Coaauaity * I I I I I I I I 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 149,o I 12s,8 I 124,1 I 125,1 I 120,2 I 119,1 I 113,3 I 94,4 I 92,3 I 109,2 I 94,5 l 98,6 I I +4,3 ,-I• .. of all persons working in :agriculture ·1 124,4 I 111,0 I 112,2 I 113,4 I 111,3 I 112,1 I 108,5 1- 96,4 I 95~2 I 101 ,1 I 98,4 I 101,s I I +3,2 
. 
( 1) "198011 = fl9-79+J980+1.98l) : 3. 
- '···':';;•--,------.,-~-,-,;;_;~~ 
* · Exel. Netherlands, Ireland and Greece. 
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Sectoral income index 1984 .FRANCE 
Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.9 "1980" (1) = 100 
-
I I - I 
1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I I %1984 I g 
I I I I I I I I Tm". [. 
--- ·····- I I I 
!Nominal gross value added at j 68,3 j 68,9 j 70,1 j 75,7 j 81, 1 j . 89, 1 j 97,6 j 96,7 i 105,7 i 132,4 i 137,7 I 147,6 I I +7,2 I 
!factor cost, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -- - I 
INomina\ net value added at i 75,4 j 74,1 j 73,5 j 78,7 I 83,6 j 91,8 j 100,0 j 96,1 i 104,o i 133,7 i 137,3 I 147,o I I +7,1 I 
lfa~tor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
j 117,3 j 113,5 j 109,7 j 107,4 j 105,2 j 103,5 j 101,8 j 100,0 j 98,2 j 96,4 j 94;6 j - I 
1 . 
!Agricultural labour force 92,8 I I 
-1,9 I 
Ltinput> I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
i i i i i i i i i f i I - I 
r 
!Nominal per capita gross I I J 
!value added at factor cost I 58,2 I 60,1 I 63,9 I 70,5 I 77, 1 I 86,1 I 95,9 I 96, 1 I 107,6 I 137 ,3 I 145,6 I 15_9, 1 I l +9,3 I . 
L I I I I I I I I I 
' 
I -- -- I I I I 
i i i i i i - I 
l,c 
!Nominal per capita net I I I , .... 
!value added at factor cost I 64,3 I 65,3 I 67,o I 73,3 I 79,5 88,7 98,2 I 96,1 105,9 138,7 145, 1 I 158,4 I l +9.,.2 fM 
· I I I I I I I I -, I r I I I I I I I I I 
!Implicit price index of I I I I I 
137 ,8 J 147 ,4 
f I I 
lgross domestic product at I 48,7 I 54,1 I 61,4 I 67,5 73,8 80,4 88,7 I 99,6 111,7 125,6 +1,0 I 
:ii J_ma_rket prices I I I I I I t -
!Real per capita gross value i i i i I f 
f; . 
I I ~, · l. 
ladded at factor cost I 119,5 I 112,2 I 104,1 I 104,4 104,5 107, 1 108,1 I 97,1 96,3 109,3 105, 1 I 107,9. +2,1; l I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I 
·fti !Real per capita net value I I I I I I I I ~. ~ ' )added at factor cost I 132,0 I 120,1 I 109,1 1108,6 107,7. 110,3 110, 1 I 96,5 94,8 I 110,4 105,3 I 101,5 +2,1 J L I I I I 
--···-·--- -------··--
I r ----~ I ____ I 
--·-
I 
(1) "1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
'· 
, ~;~:;,;,1;,:l,,;.;:~~Jii2:'.~" '"''i.\,j,_"~ .• ;.,,:;,.,_,,,-ix:.h,.,;"~·-' ,,.,;~;;;., ;,~:.:,..,,!;,,";,,'~.~~-. ,;.·"" '·~ ;,,,,. .. . ..,"'JI!.,.. , ..... ,.,,. ·; 
~;??~i.;.:i:~ :C'~:>='"- l!f~'~;?~;·:t~·"': ~':·~rJit!·:~!\~'~i~t: :r:. :-f?·~,-r~:~~~r··)<:"'~'·'?'1'",: ~&~~)~;?":::{~ ?r-r~~·~:?J,'"' ~:·~:~?·1~,t·~:: ~?"--:,::~:?~;~'-l!r,'0~:??;~~~~~~~~7~ ~:~:~~~ :1~::;:.~~5',. 9 ·v2.:~ ~-,·~- ""'·'·j;~:~ 
' ~ .. '. ,. () • ,• .. ' .. · , : ,., --~= -r ..,. \! m~ ~--h!l•tJ pttritf~u I •• - ,,_ ,. .. • ~~:._,' - .• ·':. • '-. 
'. ' • · 111go1t{J) .. 100 ' I• 
1973 I 1974 I 197S r 191s I 1911 I 1978 I 1919 I 1990 I 1981 I 1982 I 19e3 I 1994 f-i '¥.n I ·, 
I I I I I I I I I I t 1_ a_L 
.~·. I I Geraaay · I 
1 ... of the holder and his family I 148,o I 121,9 I 146,1 I 154,1 I 141,2 I 13s,8 I 114,1 1 ·.9o,o I 96,2 125,0 82,4 I 88,s I I +1,e. I . j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 131,2 I 114,9 I 135,3 I 142,9 I 131,8 I 131,3 I 111,4 I 91,9 I 91,2 I 120,5 I 86,4 I 92,a I I +8,8 1-. 
II ~ I Frnce I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ... of the holder and his family I 159,1 I 134,9 I 111,6 I 111,2 I 114,9 I 116,3 I 116,5 I 94,3 I 91,9 I 114,3 I 104,0 I 105,1 I I +1,6 ~ ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 141,9 I 125,o I 111,9 I 111,1 I 110,3 I 111.~ I 112,6 I 95,8 I 93,8 I 111,5 I 104,0 I 105,2 I I +1,2 t . 
INo 
lfa ~-~ I Italy 
fAg 1 ... of the holder and his family I 122,8 I 110,1 I 113,9 I 105,1 I 104,2 I 108,1 I 113,3 I 103,2 I 88,3 I 86,2 I 85,4 I 8o,5 I I -5,7 j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 97,5 I 93,4 I 99,6 I 96,o I 98,4 I 102,5 I 106,3 I 101,1 I 94,8 I 94,8 I 95,1 I 92,s I I -2-.4· I c; _ 
!No I I I I I I I I I I I I Belgiull!I I I I I Iva 1 ... of the holder and bis family I 125,1 I 98,1 I 102,2 I 119,8 I 91,9 I 100,0 I 101,2 I 90, 8 I 102 • 4 I 116 • 1 I 121 , 5 J 111 , s I I 
-s,o I 
I j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 121,9 I· 96,6 I 101,8 I 111,6 I 91,7 l 99,6 I 106,4 I 91,4 I 102,5 I 115,o I 120,0 I 111,0 ! I -1,s 1 . 
!No 
t:J I Luxe•bourg I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ••• of the holder and his family I 111,8 I 95,1 I 101,4 I 81,9 I 108,1 I 102,4 I 105,6 I 93,5 I 101,6 I 150,0 I 124,0 I 122,6 I I 
-1,1 I j ••• of all persons working in agriculture 1 116,9 I 95,1 I 101,8. I 83,1 I 108,4 1 102,3 I 105,5 I 93,9 I 101,3 I 141,1 I 122,0 I 120,1 I I -1,1 j 
'•·;5 
I United Ki•gde• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l ·, 
fRe~ 
1 ••• of the holder and his fa1ily I 218,1 I 163,5 I 162,9 I 111,8 I 151,3 I 138,1 I 111,4 I 87,6 I 102,8 I 129,5 I 103,5 I 120,3 I J +16~2 I 
lad 
, ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 143,8 I 125,5 I 125,9 I 134,2 I 123,2 I 116, 1 I 106,0 I 94,3 I 99,1 I 113,9 I 104,4 I 114,1 I I +9,3 I 
I 
fRe I Denmark I I I I I I I I I I I I I. I . I 1 ••• of the holder and his family I 111,4 I 599,o I 354,9 I 334,2 I 411,6 I 4o5,6 I 89,1 I 16,4 I 98,8 I 365,o I 152,4 I 632,2 I l+.a14,s I fad 1 ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 301,6 I 210,8 I 181,1 I 182,4 I 208,2 I 209,9 I 106,1 I 85,o I 108,9 I 199, 1 I 126,4 I 291,0 I 1+130,2 I 
I 
(1) I I I I I I . 2 CoHuaity * I I I I I I I I I I 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 149,o I 12s,8 I 124,1 I 12s,1 I 120,2 I 119,1 I 113,3 I 94,4 I 92,3 I 109,2 I 94,5 I 98,6 I I +4,3 
1 ..• of all persons workins in ~9riculture · I 124,4 I 111,0 I 112,2 I 113,4 I 111,3 I 112,1 I 108,5 1· 96,4 I 95,2 I 101.1 1 98.,. I 101,s I I +3,2 
-(1) 11}9QiJ'I • (1979+l980+lQ81) : -J. · .. ,-~ - ' - ' ,, 
- ' 
* · Exel. Netherlands, Ireland and Greece. 
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Sectoral income index 1984 
Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.9 "1980" (1) = 100 
-
... : ·.;.--;;, -
-. .:--:-
, ~ ... ---: "'·f.-,;_~ 





1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I I X1984 I 
I I 1983. ,. I ------ I .. I I I I I I I 
!Nominal gross value added at j 68,3 j 68,9 j 70,1 j 75,7 j 81, 1 j . 89, 1 j 97,6 j 96,7 I 105,1 I 132,4 I 137,7 I 147,6 I I +7,2 I 
!factor cost, I I I I -l I I I I I I I I I I. 
----- -- I I J 
!Nominal net value added at I 75,4 j 74,1 j 73,5 j 78,7 j 83,6 J 91,8 j 100,0 j 96,1 1104,0 I 133,7 I 137,3 I 147,o I I +7,1 I It a~!C>L cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I L 
--------------- I I I 
!Agricultural labour force j 117,3 j 113,5 j 109,7 j 107,4 j 105,2 j 103,5 j 101,8 j 100,0 j 98,2 j 96,4 j 94;6 I 92,8 I t -1 9 I ,.
l<input) I I I I I I I I I I I 
' 
I I I 
I I I I I I . I I I I I I I I 1 . 
!Nominal per capita gross I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • •• • 
!value added at factor cost I 58,2 I 60,7 I 63,9 I 70,5 I 77, 1 I 86,1 I 95,9 I 96,7 I 101,6 I 137,3 I 145,6 I 159,1 I l +9 3 I . - ~ ., 
L I I I I L ___ I I I I I I I . I I I 
i i i i i i i i l i i 
I I Ix 
fNominal per capita net I I I , ....
lvalue added at factor cost I 64,3 I 65,3 I 67,o I 73,3 I 79,5 I 88,7 I 98,2 I 96,1 I 105,9 I 138,7 I 145,1 I 158,4 J I +9.,.2 , ....
·L I I I I J I I I I I I I -, I r i i i i i i i I I !Implicit price index of i. I f I 
lgross domestic product at I 48,7 I 54,1 I 61,4 I 67,5 I 73,8 80,4 88,7 99,6 111,1 I 125,6 137,8 I 147,4 I I +1,0 I 
I m.a_rket prices I I I I I I I I I I. 
!Real per capita gross value i i i i i I f I I t I I I I ~,. r. 
ladded at factor cost I 119,5 I 112,2 I 104,1 I 104,4 I 104,5 107, 1 108, 1 97,1 96,3 I 109,3 105,1 I 107,9- I I +2 1 l ., ' 
I I I I I I l I I I f 
. I I I I I I I I I I f 
JReal per capita net value I I I I I I I I I· I )added at factor cost I 132,0 I 120,1 I 109,1 I 108,6 I 101,1. 110,3 110,7 96,5 94,8 I 110,4 105,3 I 101 ,5 I I +2,1 J 
I f I I I I r I I I I 
c1> •1980• = <1979 + 1980 + 1981> : 3. 
i?~~.,~~i,li,;;;~ ;,;;~',,)/£; ~b,i/;;;:c;;,t"';;,,,;,,,,;;,;;,~,,;.,;;~?I.*t1i.;,:,!.f '\I;.;,,,:.., ,,;._; ,,, '"'"""''"""'~.J,t . '
-~-· 
. ~:;, .. ~~Sir;;/};.::,,;, ";;,,,.,.~.,. 
_:CC',;,· ·;T-~•:. ':''' 7".::~·f"':'>:C. 0'. C: 'c~{ :': Cl'Y\'f ':' .,, ": ,~ (JY :,.,'.'.~ •:.:~: ~'.; ;1>;;,•7:c· '['';'' '. , ."" :,::·'> '~ "·0."C ":''. : :lJc: :: ., ·;~,0.,C~~c~ '· . :~ ':" '' 
. - • .·.. . .• · . . T~( •• i: -Tp. i.9 m .- ,~--h!livfl pttdt, ... .. ' ... / , , ·~: . - ·'. 
· - ' . "19 Qlt · l) = 100 · --
t I I I f I l I . I rt 
1973 I 1974 I 1975 r 1976 I 1911 I 1919 I 1919 I 1990 I 1951 I 1992 I -1983 I 199.4 I I '19U,. 
I I I I t t~83·_1 _ 
Geraaay - I I I I I 1 I I I 
96. 2 I 125. o I I I I l ·~-= f ••• of the holder and his family I 148,o I 121,9 I 146,1 I 154,1 I 141,2 I 138,8 I 114,1 1-.90,0 I 82,4 I 88,a I I +1,• I 
••• of all ersons workin in a riculture 137,2 114,9 135,3 142,9 137,8 131,3 111,4 91,9 97,2 120,5 86,4 92,3 +6 8 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I France 
f ••• of the holder and his family I 159,1 I 134,9 I 111,6 I 111,2 I 114,9 I 116,3 I 116,5 I 94,3 I 91,9 I 114,3 I 104,0 I 105,1 1· I +1,6 I 
~ ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 141,9 I 125,o I 111,9 I 111,1 I 110,3 I 111.~ I 112,6 I 95,8 I 93,8 I 111,5 I 104,0 I 105,2 I I +l,2 l 
Italy 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 122,8 I 110,1 I 113,9 I 105,1 I 104,2 I 108,1 I 113,3 I 103,2 I 88,3 I 86,2 I 85,4 I ao,5 I I -5,7 I • > j ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 97,5 I 93,4 1 99,6 I 96,o I 98,4 I 102,5 I 106,3 I 101,1 I 94,8 I 94,8 I 95,1 1 92,a I I -2,4 L-
I I I I I I I Belgiu~ I I I I I I I I I 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 125,1 I 98,1 I 102,2 I 119,8 I 91,9 I 100,0 I 101,2 I 9o,8 1102,4 I 116,1 f 121,5 J 111,8 I I -s,o I 
J ... of all persons working in agriculture I 121,9 1 · 96,6 I 101,8 I 111,6 I 91,1 I 99,6 I 106,4 I 91,4 I 102,5 I 115,0 I 120,0 I 111,0 I I -1,s I . 
I I I I I I I Luxeaboarg I I I I I I I I I '. :1 1 ••• of the holder and his family I 111 ,8 I 95,1 I 101,4 I 81 , 9 I 108, 1 I 102 , 4 I 105 , 6 I 93,5 I 101,6 I 150,0 I 124,0 I 122,6 I I 
-1,1 I ~ 
1 ••• of all persons working in agriculture I 116,9 1 95,1 I 101,8. I 83,1 I 108,4 I 102,3 I 105,5 I 93,9 I 101,3 I 141,1 I 122,0 I 120,1 I I -1,1 f \, ~ 
I I I I I I United Kiagde• I I I I I I I I I I ., " 
1 ••• of the holder and his fa1ily I 218,1 I 163,5 I 162,9 I 111,8 I 151,3 I 138,1 I 111,4 I 87,6 I 102,8 I 129,5 I 103,5 I 120,3 I I +16,2 I 
. •-:: 
! ... of all eersons working in agriculture I 143,8 I 125,5 I 125,9 I 134,2 I 123,2 I 116, 1 I 106,0 I 94,3 I 99,1 I 113,9 I 104,4 I 114,1 I I +9,a I 
/ :,~ 
. -
.. 1 r;; 
I Denaark I I. I I I I I I I I I I I .. I · · I ! ... of the holder and his family I 111,4 I 599,o I 354,9 I 334,2 I 411,6 I 405,6 I 89,1 I 16,4 I 98,8 I 365,o I 152,4 I 632,2 I l+-314,s I ! ... of all eersons working in agriculture I 301,6 I 210,8 I 181,1 I 182,4 I 208,2 I 209,9 I 106,1 I 85,o I 108,9 I 199,1 I 126,4 I 291,0 I 1+130,2 I 
I I I I I I I I I ... ;J CoHuaity * I I I I I I I 
1 ••• of the holder and his family I 149,o I 125,8 I 124,1 I 125,1 I 120,2 I 119,1 I 113,3 I 94,4 I 92,3 I 109,2 I 94,5 J 98,6 I I +4,3 I• .. of all eersons working in :agriculture I 124,4 I 111,0 I 112,2 I 113,4 I 111,3 I 112,1 I 108,5 1- 96,4 I 95~2 I 101 ,1 I . 98,4 I 101,5 I I +3,2 
-(1) 1119ao11 - (1979+1980+1981) _: 3. ' 
...,,. ·:· -- ...... ·~---~ 
* · Exel. Netherlands, lreland and Greece. 
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TABLE A.7: Iadices of gross aad aet value added at factor cost ia agric•lture for the. Coaaunity (£UR tctl fro• 1973 to 1984 
"1980U (1) • 100 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I 1913 I 1914 I 1915 I 1916 l 1977 I 1910 1979 I 1900 I 1901 I 1902 I 1983 I 1984 I I xt984 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 00 1 
!Nominal gross value added I 51,2 I 58,4 I 66,7 74,6 00,1 I 88,0 92,9 I 98,o I 100,3 I 125,1 I 120,1 1131,8 I I +1,1 I 
lat factor cost I I I I I I I I I 11 1· 
IN01inal net value added 62,2 I 61,1 I 69,9 77,9 02,1 I 90,6 94,3 I 97,5 I 101,3 I 126,2 I 126,6 I 136,3 1 I +1,1 I 
'at factor cost I I I I I I I I 11 I 
!Agricultural labour force 110,2 I 114,5 I 111,2 109,5 106,5 r 105,0 102,1 I 99,9 I 91,0 I .94,6 I 93,8 I 91, 1 I I -2,2 I I (input) I I I I I I I I , ,. I 
IN01inal per capita gross 48,4 51,0 I 60,0 68,1 15,2 I 83,8 91,0 90,1 I 110,1 I 132,9 I 136,6 I 150,1 I 1 +9,9 I :~;~! lvalue added at factor cost I I I I I I 11 I 
c:;~t !Nominal per capita net 52,8 53,9 62,9 71,1 11 ,6 I 86,4 92,2 97,6 109,8 I 133,4 I 135,1 · 1 148,1 I I +10,1 I , lvalue added at factor cost I I I I 11 I 
II1plicit price index of 1 I I I I I I I . ,~, 
lgross do1estic product at I 47,1 52,8 60,7 67,3 14,2 I 80,8 89,0 100·, 2 110,0 I 121,9 I 131,5 I 138,9 I I +s,s I 
... .,;; 'market prices I I I I I I I 11 ., 
!Real per capita gross value I 102.1 96,5 98,8 I 101,2 I 101,3 I 103,1 102,2 97,9 99i9 I 109,0 I 103,9 I 108!2 I I +4,1 I .. ;;,,:: 
ladded at factor cost I I I I I I I 11 I 1 
!Real per capita net value I 112,0 102,1 103,1 I 105,1 I 104,6 I 106,9 103,6 I 97,4 99,1 I 109,4 I 102,1 I 101,1 I I +4~3 I 
!added at factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I 
(1) "1980" • (1979+1980+1981) : 3. 
&-~;~.:····~:_;., '-, . ,- ·~ .+£ 
r-: ":$kto.-.l inc.- index 1984. 
indices of gross and net value added a~ factor cost froa 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.8 
1973 1974 1975 
"1980" (1) = 100 
· I I· · l:~~~~ 
1976 I 1977 I 1978 1 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I· I x1~ 1 <:f;. 
. I I I I I I I I I lffl :·1 ·~ ~" JI.-·-~·-' 
!Nominal gross value added at I 96,3 I 89,5 I 103,7 I 109,7 I 107,8 1 ·108,1· I 100,5 I 95,7 I 103,8 I 120,1 I 103,9 I 109,2 I I +s~t->:t 
. ]factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I . f I f . ~ : 
I I 
~---TNominal net value added at I 113,5 I 100,5 I 118,S I 125,5 I 120,3 I 118,3 I 103,9 I 93,6 I 102,S I 124,1 I 97,9 J 103,8 f f' 
I tactof" cost I I I I I I I · I I I ' I I ·I I . _ I I I I I I I I I I I .f ,1--. ..... 
!Agricultural labour force I 126,4 I 121,1 I 118,1 I _115,2 I 109,4 I 107,1 I 101,8 I 99,8 I 98,S I 96,2 I 93,7 1· 92,2 f 
I c input > . I I I I I I I I I I I I . I · I . . . 
l~in~~e~~-capita~-~=-~ I I I I I I I I I I I J :f f . -,·• 
!value added at factor cost · I 76,2 I 73,9 I 87,8 I 95,2 I 98,5 I 100,9 I 98,7 I 95,9 I 105,4 I 124,8 I 110,9 I 118,4 I f. ""6,9~· ~ 
, . , , , , , , , , , , , , -1 I . · 1 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I I I I 1 I 
!value added at factor cost 89,8 I 83,0 I 100,3 108,9 I 110,0 I 110,5 102,1 I 93,8 104,1 I 129,0 I 104,S f 112,5 I I 
I I j I I I l 1 t . . I I I I I I -·1 I: 
!Implicit price index of I I I I I I J 
lgross domestic product at 72,9 I 77,8 82,4 85,3 88,4 92,1 95,8 100,0 104,1 I 108,9 I 112,4 I 114,5 J I·· 
fmarket prices I I . I I I I I' 
I I I J f J · · . 
I Real per capita gross value I f I I I 
ladded at factor cost 104,5 I · 95,0 106,6 111,6 111,4 109,6 103,0 95,9 101,2 I 114,6 I 98,7 I 103,1 I I 
I I I f I I I -" 1 , a"< I I I I 1 f ~. · .... .< 
!Rea~ per capita net value I I I I f J 
ladded at. factor cost 123,2 I 106,7 121,7 127,7 124,4 120,0 106,6 93,8 100,0 I 118,5 I 93,0 I 98;3 I · 
I· I I I I 11 __ ~. 
(1) "1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
. .. . ~ ... -...... :· 
-- "'; ,.._ '•••,'"' ""';,-:Jr• •>--.::~ .... , ,,,,.,. •~. _,.,-,, <"- ";--:._ '":" • -,J'•!,-;.•: ....... ...._~~~~-'i-~•('it ,;c ~ .... ~J,i;J. 
;~~l.-~\jdti:r~£1~~~~~i.i¥t~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~··-- ' '"'.,,.:,,:: :.,,_···>· ,~~ .. -~:,;,=-:~~.:i.~--~.:-""····· ~--""·"~, ~ r',,,_i _ _. ,\::~r~-~ ... :":·:\.;,;-",:-· :"':J-':?~"~· ... ,:_<·;. ,-· _;;,,"'-<;~ - "; --'., .. :: .. ; ·;,. .. ,~~;:. _:t ·;:-.:,.' 
i< 
Sectoral incoae index 1984 FRANCE ., 1 ._;,~~ 
Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 - ;;;; -~~ 
"1980" (1) = 100 .-:1 TABLE A.9 ,,.. S'-
~ 
-1 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I I X1984 I 
I -- I ---- J I I I ! ! lffi. J-
!Nominal gross value added at I 68,3 j 68,9 j 70,1 j 75,7 I 81, 1 I · 89, 1 I 97,6 I 96,7 I 105,7 I 132,4 I 137,7 I 147,6 I I +7,2 1 
I factor cost, I I J I 
_I---- I I I I I I l ! ! J .. <;;.· J ~. ~ 
I Nomina.l net value added at I 75,4 j 74,1 I 73,5 I 78,7 I 83,6 J 91,8 I 100,0 I 96,1 1104,0 I 133,7 I 137,3 l 147,o I I +7,1 I 
!factor cost I I I I I I I I I L I I J I L I 
!Agricultural labour force i 111,3 i 113,5 i 109,7 i 101,4 I 105,2 i 103,5 I 101,8 I 100,0 I 98,2 I 96,4 I 94;6 I 92,8 I I -1,~ L -
l<input) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f' ' ·'-) 
I !Nominal per capita gross I I I I I I I I f I I I I I 
!value added at factor cost I 58,2 I 60,7 I 63,9 I 10,5 I 11,1 I 86,1 I 95,9 I 96,7 I 107,6 I 137,3 I 145,6 I 15_9,1 I l +9,3 I , 
L I I I I I I ___ J ____ I I I I I I I I 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I 
. l lx 
I I I I I I I I I , ....
!value added at factor cost I 64,3 I 65,3 I 67,o I 73,3 I 79,5 I 88,7 I 98,2 I 96,1 I 105,9 I 138,7 I 145,1 I 158,4 f I +9,2 IM 
-L I I I I J I I I I t I I -, I J 
!Implicit price index of I I i I I -I I I I 
I I r 
I I I I f I 
!gross domestic product at I 48,7 I 54,1 I 61,4 I 67,5 I 73,8 I 80,4 I 88,7 I 99,6 I 111,1 I 125,6 I 137,8 I 147,4 I +7,0 ,. 
lm_arket prices I I I I I I I I I I I I I L 
!Real per capita gross value i i i i i i i i i i i i 
I t 
I ' --r. 
ladded at factor cost I 119,5 I 112,2 I 104,1 I 104,4 I 104,5 I 101,1 I 108,1 I 97,1 I 96,3 I 109,3 I 105,7 I 107,9·1 +2,1, l L_ I . I I I I I I I I l I I I I 
I f "-,\ 
!Real per capita net value i i i i i i i i i i i i I I I " 
ladded at factor cost I 132,0 I 120,1 I 109,1 I 108,6 I 101,1 I 110,3 I 110,1 I 96,5 I 94,8 I 110,4 I 105,3 I 101,5 I I +2,1 J 
I I I I I I I I I I r I __ J __ I I l 
--------
(1 > •1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981 > : 3. 
f~~: r ·t~ 
, .>~ 
I ?':<-~ 
.. ;:- ~ ~ 
•• ~ ·-••. -." :>.:cc- ,_._: ~---'~--~; --< -~~_,;.;,,;,J;,.;.;;...i~~,#~:'--~-·~:'.:;~;'.;;,~:;--N,,.:0")~ 
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Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost froa 1973 to 1984 
"1980" (1) = 100 
TABLE ·A.10 
1973- 1974 I 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
IT~y--:~~--:J 
~-- ,j '~ 
r I . · : L 
1981 . I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I I %198/t-~ f -~{ 
I I I . I I l'ff!' ::l · · 
. I I ... · -t ::·, . 
!Nominal gross value added at I 33,0 I 37,6 I 45:,6 I 52,4 I 63,0 I 74,1 I 87,6 I 101,0 I 111,5 I 126,8 I 146,2 I 156,7 I I ·+7,·2.~E.··· .... _:_.·<'2 
lfactorcost I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 ·: 0 ,::v.~~ 
II .  . . . ··• ' ·"·-,, ~-·, ,·, ~1.-,_,_'-!'\t" Ai 
!Nominal net value added at I 34,6 I 38,7 I 46,8 I 53,3 I 63,9 I 75,5 I 89,1 I 101,3 I 109,6 I 123,4 I 142,5 I 150,6 _I, I. +5,7·:·1.:~.>~,.-.",1.·\.1 
I factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I J , I - .·-·. , ·t~;t. t I ·· · · · ·· _... ·· 
I A?ri CU l tural labour force I 117 ,8 I 115 ,3 I 11 o, 7 I 109 ,8 I 107 ,2 I 106, 1 I 103,2 I 100,3 I 96,5 I 91, 1 I 91,0 I 88,0 I I •. -3,3\·r,:.t.'.' 
I <, nput > I I I I I I I I I I I I f -1 · · . · . :·'.~f.,, 
J I . ' ·:"~~1 . - ,;:"X-jl•-:!...,j:j 
!Nominal per capita gross I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I :,1-;.-~J-~ 
!value added at factor cost I 28,0 I 32,6 I 41,2 I 47,7 I 58,8 I 69,8 I 84,9 I 100,7 I 115,5 I 139,2 I 160,7 I 178,2 I ·I +10;9< J'";*:,.:J 
I I I · I I I I I I I I I I I I .. · J:'"'.·\.-~.;1 I I · "'' ~.~ 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I I I I I I I I I I · . . t!··:{~ 
!value added at factor cost I 29,4 I 33,6 I 42,3 I 48,5 I 59,6 I 11,2 I 86,3 I 101,0 I 113,6 I 135.,5 I 156,6 I 111,2 I I +9-,3:. 1~;4i~ 
I · . I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I . _ . f:.,_-)r~ 
I I . , ... 
!Implicit price index of I I I I I I I I I I I I ·I I ··. :Jf,}' 
I gross domestic product. at I 32,o I 37,8 I 44,5 I 52,5 I 62,5 I 11,2 I 82,6 l 99,6 I 111,8 I 138,9 I 159,9 I 176,7 I I +10,5· _f 
lmarketprices I I I J_ I I '~-... 1 I I I I 11· ·I .. 
!Real per capita gross value 
ladded at factor cost 
I 
!Real per capita net value 




(1) "1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
-. . :\,. ;-·,::- ~ -··' / 
86,2 
88,9 
92,6 90,9 94,1 98,0 102,8 
95,1 92,4 95,4 100,0 104,5 
s .".;.,-·,.,,,_.:_:_·_:_ .. ;~t - ..;. : .... ~ \:.-:.. ~ /~_-.. __ :.:.. 1..:"r· . 
I . ..,, I . , 
+0,4 -1· 4: 
i . . .. · 1 .· 
I -1 ·1·. J < .. · . , . . :{• I .. \. f ,; . . 
101,1 
I I 
98,o I 100,2 I 100,5 




96,4 I 97,6 I 97,9 
l 
96:,8 
. ' ._": 
··=- ···"''=-~ 
.~ 
• >'~ 1;·/,,_·.,;;.;_ 
·":.·1' :'>.:>;-~f'~l~' ;';/N" -~ ::•(·· ,.·: -5, ,,, --! .,~ ::\?·. ;--,·~.·."'· ~'..-: ~ -.v:'.:se~:< ":ior:_'<... - .. ,,.,- ~--··'. "'.:""'~" • s:r-. . ~ -~~~;...,s, -·,:~·;<_ ~,~ :- ~ .;--...... ,,. ·0· :· ,. -
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Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.13 "1980" (1) = 100 
I I I 
1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I I %1984 I . 
I I ,m-_ r . 
I l t 
!Nominal gross value added at i 82,2 I 79,1 j 82,7 j 78,1 j 92,8 j 93,9 j 98,7 j 95,1 i 106,2 i 147,8 i 136,9 i 141,7 l I +3,S. t 
!factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I f l 
!Nominal net val~e added at 
I r f. 
I 85,2 I 79,5 I 82,1 I 75,7 I 93,9 I 94,9 I 99,6 I 94,2 1 106,2 r 156,5 , 141,3 1 146,o 1 , +3,3 f 
!factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ._ -. : f': 
j 124,0 j 118,3 j 114,0 j 108,8 j 104,3 j 107,1 j 103,6 j 99,6 j 96,8 j 94,7 j 92,8 j' J I !Agricultural labour force 90,9 I I· -2,0 .. . t,: 
l<input) I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I r 
!Nominal per capita gross 
I I f 
I l I I I I I I I I I I I I , .. . . 
!value added at factor cost I 66,3 I 66,9 I 72,5 I 71,8 I 89,o I 87,7 I 95,3 I 95,5 I 109,7 I 156,1 I 147,5 I 155,8 I I +5,6 .r 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , 
j i i i i i i i i i i i 
. I: t~ . 
!Nominal per capita net I I l:S 
!value added at factor cost I 68,7 I 67,2 I 72,0 I 69,6 I 90,o I 88,6 I 96,1 I 94,6 I 109,7 I 165,3 I 152,3 I 160,5 I 1 +.5,4 I 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I 1· ., 
I i i i i i i i i i i 
. -- , , , . 
!Implicit price index of I I I 
<·' fgross domestic product at I 62,2 I 73,3 I 72,5 I 81,6 I 83,1 I 87,4 I 92,5 I 99,8 I 101,1 I 116,9 I 126,7 I 134,2 I I +5,9 I 
!market prices I I I I I I I I I I I - I f I . I·· 
i i i i i i i i i i i i 
· I I .1 . 
!Real per capita gross value I I 1. 
ladded at factor cost I 106,6 I 91,3 I 100,0 I 88,o I 101, 1 I 100,3 I 103,0 I 95,7 I 101,9 I 133,5 I 116,4 I 116,1 I I -0,3 I 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I 
--
I I 
·.· 1 :. ,·:._ I I 
!Real per capita net value i i i i i i i i i i i i I I I 
ladded at factor cost I 110,5 I 91,7 I 99,3 I 85,3 I 108,3 I 101,4 I 103,9 I 94,8 l · 101,9 I 141,4 I 120,2 I 119,6 I I ~o,s L .-, ,_ ;. 
I - --- - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 




.;;i,c.i;. J,;;,,;_~:.....::c,;·:~~, ',~ ., ~~~ -~~;~~"~;.;:;.:,~i;,,;),;_j,-,',;;;:, ";',;.,:~'"'-:;.~ .. -.,£;'.];{,1.,,,;,>,.;;.\ ~;;;,!~],;i:~~6~ii,ii,l 
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·' Indices of gross and .. net value added at 'factor cost froa 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.12 "1980" (1) = 100 
I I 
I 1973 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 1978 1979 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I .t %1984., 
I I I I I I I I l I fff!'(j' t I I · . ·1  . _.,.. .: :"-.. ' I Nominal gross va Lue added at 88,4 79,o I 88,8 I 103,3 89,0 98,0 94,2 97,6 I 1oa,2 I 123,5. I 134,6 I 132,4 I I -1;i-f:::-.¥ 
J factor cost . I I I I I I I J .· . . .·· · . " }. 
I l I I I ·, ·, i-· ·-./.,;L;y 
f Nomina.l net value added at 94,5 81,8 I 91,9 I 108,2 90,1 99,3 93,6 97,3 I 109,1 I 126,6 I 138,2 I 134,7 I I_., -t,:Si'/j 
I-factor cost I I i I I I · 1 ~~~:, I I I 
· jAgricultural labour force 132,1 I 121,1 I 121,5 I 116,2 110,8 106,3 104,8 99,5 I 95,7 I 94,o I 93,3 I 92,4 I J 
. I (input) I I I I I I I , I I 
----. I 
. !Nominal per capita gross I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!value added at factor cost I 66,9 I 62,2 I 73,1 I 88,9 I 80,3 I 92,2 I 89,9 I 98, 1 I 113, 1 I 131,4 I 144,3 I 143,4 I -1 
'-----~-- I I I I I I I I I ____ I-~-' _I ... Id I 1 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I I I I I I I I I t 
fvatue added at factor _cost I 71,5 I 64,4 I 75,6 I 93,1 I 81,3 I 93,4 I 89,3 I 97 ,8 I 114,0 I 134, 7 I 148, 1 t 145,9 I J. ~t,s. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I t J- . I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
!Implicit price index of 
" 
I I I I I I I I I I I J I 
lgross domestic product at I 60,2 I 67,8 I 75,9 I 81,7 I 87,8 I 91,5 I 95,7 I 99,5 I 104,8 I 112,1 I 118,8 I 125,2 I I 
l!i~rket prices I I I I I I I I L L I l _Jt 
I I I I 
' 
I I 
_ _ _ _ I 1 
fReal per capita gross value I I I I I I I 
ladded at factor cost I 111,1 I 91,7 I 96,3 I 108,8 I 91,5 I 100,8 I 93,9 I 98,6 I 101 ,9 I 111,2 I 121,s I 114,6 l l 
I I I I I 'I I I I I I I I l l. 
·I I I I -I f !Real per capita net value I I I I I I I J I I I f I 
ladded at .factor cost I 118,8 I 95,o I 99 ,6 I 114,o I 92,6 I 102, 1 I 93,3 I 98,3 f 108,8 I 120,2 I 124,7 ·f ·116,6 1 t 
I I I I I I I I I I I I . J .t 1. 
(1) •1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
-:-•, 
.. ">. 
~w,,~i~~~~~~~~:i~~~~~~'i:· .... _-.~·-· 
;:~---~t,~~0~~~~~-~ ·~:;-:.:~~::·:~.;~.'~'-',;;"E_ ·~~-~;c-}:,,:::·::~?:l_-:5"-_"'"'{';~~r~~·.,·~)-~~(t.'~· ·, ~-.,~. r.ri_·.,- :·· ,<· .· '"i'./1~'~::~;~., .: '.7" ':" :, 7~ 7-- ... '.·.· "{ 
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Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 
TABLE A.13 "1980" (1) = 100 
I I I· 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 I I %1984 I . 
II ffl! L 
...-----------_;._.---~--~-----;~-~--..;.......---.--~--.......... '------i~---;----+---1 I f ···· · 
I Nominal gross value added at I 82,2 I 79, 1 I 82, 7 I 78, 1 I 92,8 I 93,9 I 98, 7 I 95, 1 I 106,2 I 147,8 I 136,9 I 141, 7 J I +3,S t 
I factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I f l 
I r l 
!Nominal net value added at I 85,2 I 79,5 I 82,1 I 75,7 I 93,9 I 94,9 I 99,6 I 94,2 I 106,2 I 156,5 I 141,3 I 146,0 I I +3,3. t 
I tac tor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -- - · ..· - L. 
!Agricultural labour force 
JCinput) 
!Nominal per capita gross 
!value added at factor cost 
I 
!Nominal per capita net 
!value added at factor cost 
I 
124,0 I 118,3 
I 
66,3 I 66,9 
114,0 
72,5 
108,8 I 104,3 
I 
I 












J I J 
94, 7 .I 92,8 r 90,9 I 1, -2,0 .i: 
I I I I t' 
-- I- I , l 
96,8 
I I I I r, ;_ 
I 147,5 I 155,8 I I +5,6 f 
I I I r L :· 
- ~~--, I 1x 
I I I I l:S 
165,3 I 152,3 I 160,5 J 1 +.s,4 l 
I I ~ I' 
- I !· 
I 
109, 7 I 156, 1 
I 
109,7 
!Implicit price index of I I I I I I i i i I I I I ,-1 
!gross domestic product at I 62,2 I 73,3 I 72,5 I 81,6 I 83,1 I 87,4 I 92,5 I 99,8 I 107,7 I 116,9 I 126,7 I 134,2 I +5,9. J 
I market prices I I I I I I I I I I I ' I I I .. 
-, .I 
!Real per capita gross value I I I I I I I I I I I I I I: 
), 
," 
~ ladded at factor cost I 106,6 J 91,3 I 100,0 I 88,o I 107,1 I 100,3 I 103,0 I 95,7 I 101,9 I 133,5 I 116,4 I 116,1 I -o,3 J 
, , 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , , I .· 1~ ~. :1, 
I Real per capita net value I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I · - -
ladded at factor cost I 110,5 I 91,7 I 99,3 I 85,3 I 108,3 I 101,4 I 103,9 I 94,8 1-101,9 I 141,4 I 120,2 I 119,6 I I -o,s L ·~ 
I I I I I I J I I I I I I I'~--_I ;<1 
(1) "198QR: (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
;!. 
" 
. . ~ ~ ... ,,;.·:W,U,i,',,\i,,ie;~i<lii"•-..,.-"-,. l,,,;,,(~~x &~c·•·.:,,,,~}/c•; ,: .. , C.- .J,§.t . ¥114!1!.,- • -"~JI ~1l .. ~Jil~i!1>1:dl"1iiSIT&i"'i¥' ., ,, ·1· . - - - ,- ~ . . -;,Ai;;-j ':\,.t .. ~.~--<-~ :,,. -'f-·::--.\,,~:::·.:,.r.--~·;:.:.:,:<<:;.·{-:,_-~.: _ . , ~-. -~ . 
... _,_ ~ ~ ....:1-, ., ~·~~~~"' ... ~--~~"~'i;y t~~=~~ );~ i , ,.,~kn'"' .. --v j<)'e,;tf1 8iitsw? > ,f)"(lti(b'.'#i ·1t'r: Ma.liilioul,a..-~nrirli tfl ii1ria 
~t7~~t7::1f~\ :t:!ii~t?'Ci' • •;-~0,i"F'·'"'? :?!"'lf'""IJ~'""~'t:'!r;z,:,; .:,; '::~~r~,,,;~~~~~;,;p,t~-}\, 
,-: 
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Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost froa · 1973 to 1984 
~ 
TABLE A.14 "1980" (1) = 100 
1973 1974 1975 I 1976 1977 1978 I 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 I 1984 
.: ,•f 
UNITED 1tlfl800tii i:>> ,~ 
.;., i-'.- .;"' ,:~f-~;·.~] 
/;{~ 
I· - l 
I %198!t I · 
f .Tft!J 
!Nominal gross value added at I 44,6 I 46,6 I 57,5 I 10,1 I 75,1 I 81,4 I 89,3 I 99,1 I 111,1 I 128,0 I 125,5 I 138,8 I I +10,6 I 
I fa~to!'_cost -----~ .... ~. I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! . . . : f ~:·~-,~~ 
!Nominal net value added at I 50,8 I 50,1 I 61,2 I 75,4 I 78,5 I 83,7 I 90,o I 97,6 I 112,4 I 132,4 I 121,5 I 144,5 11 +13,3· :'~")Jl 
I factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - l . .--:'f1 
--------- - - -. . . .- J···_.' ~, .. ~~ 
!Agricultural labour force I 111,6 I 101,5 I 104,8 I 105,9 I 104,6 I 104,5 I 102,5 I 99,8 I 99,7 I 96,9 I 96,o I 95,2 I I -o,s· ··t '·<it 
I <input> I I I I I I I I I l I I I I · · r- .,- i. t I · · .··"" -,.,.~ 
I Nominal per capita gross I I I I I I I I I I I I I I~-· -,.·/'.'/ 
!value ad·d· ed at factor cost I 40,0 I 43,3 I 54,9 I 66,2 I 71,8 I 77,9 I 87,1 I 99,3 I 112,0 I 132,1 I 130,7 I. 145,7 I I +11,5 - - /:/. J. 
I --~-~- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I · .•. ~ .. · .. ,j I I -- · ,.a; 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I I I I I I I I I t~· · t~ ·_/l 
!value added at factor cost I 45,5 I 46,6 I 58,4 I 71,2 I 75,0 I 80,1 I 87,8 I 97,8 I 112,7 I 136,6 1. 132,8 I 151,7 I l +1.4,. 2. · :-.-.·.,,~;~J 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I · - f': "',1 
I I · · . . 
I Implicit price index of I I I I I I I· I I I I I I I · f<: . 
I gross domestic product at I 34,9 I 40,o I 50,9 I 58,5 I 66, 1 I 74, 1 I 84,9 I 101,6 I 113,5 I 121,5 I 121, 7 I 132,4 I I +3, 7 I -. _ .. 
!market prices I I I I I I I I I I · I I I I l ."·: 
I I · , 
I Real per capita gross value I I I I I I I I I I I I f f ... · 1 
ladded at factor cost I 114,6 I 108,3 I 101,9 -I 113,2 I 101,6 I 105,1 I 102,6 I 97,7 I 98,7 I 108,7 I 102,3 I 110,0 f I +7,_5 f . 
I I I I I I I I I I I· I I 1~---_ 
t I - -· 
I Real per capita net value I I . I I I I I I I I I I I I · - . 
ladded at factor cost I 130,4 I 116,5 I 114,7 I 121,1 I 112,4 I 108,1 I 103,4 I 96,3 I 99,3 1112,4 I 104,o I 114,5 I I +10,1 -· t' 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-~-. ::-:,.~ 'l;,\.: 
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Sectoral incoae index 1984 
Indi-ces of gross and net value added at factor cost froa 1973 to 1984 
"1980" (1) = 100 
TABLE A.15 
1973 I 1974 I ·1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 l l %-1984?)~ I I lffl:· ,,· 
. '. ~ -.. 
!Nominal gross value added at j 45,5 I 43,4 I 61,0 I 69,5 I 95,o I 101 ,8 I 98,5 I 
. I I -- ; _. 
94,o I 101,5 I 129,3 I 145,9 I 161,4 I I +10,...6\ · 
!_factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I 
!Nominal net value added at I 50,.7 I 46,8 I 66,4 I· 74,8 I 102,4' I 114,6 I 100,4 I 92,9 I 106,7 I 129,6 I 147,o I 164,1 J I 
l_factor cost I I I I I I I . I I I I I I I 
I I 
!Agricultural labour force I 118,7 I 115,8 i 114,3 I 111,3 I 109,4 I 108,4 I 105,9 I 100,0 I 94,1 I 92,6 I · 90,6 I 88,3 I ~ 
fJ_input) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!Nominal per capita gross I i i I i 
. ----- -~------~--- -- . . . I I · · . ·'f.}{ 
I I I I I I I I I . · ,·f:;'.< 
!value added at factor cost I 38,2 I 37,4 I 53,1 I 62,2 I 86,5 I 99,o I 92,6 I 93,7 I 113,8 I 139,1 I 160,3 I 1a1,8 I t +1:,,:.4 <.:,;·: 
L I I I I I I ~ ___ J_~---~-_L I I ~ I f -.'.-;.1;.'.t 
!Nominal per capita net I i I i i i I I I I I I I 
!value added at factor cost r 42,5 I 40,3 I 57,9 I 66,9 I 93,3 I 105,3 I 94,4 I 92,5 113,0 I 139,5 I 161,5 I 184,9 I I 
I __ L __ L_ I I I I I _____ I I I I I I 
I i i i i i i 
J I 
!Implicit price index of I i i i I I 
lgross domestic product at I 39,1 I 41,4 I 50,7 I 61,0 I 68,9 I 76,1 I 86,2 I 98,4 115;3 I 132,9 I 146,9 I 156,6 I· I 
Lni.~!"_ket p_ri ces I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
i I i i i i i i t i I I I !Real per capita gross value I I I I added at factor cost _ I 97,7 I 90,3 I 104,9 I 102,0 I 125,5 I 130, 1 I 107,4 I 95,2 98,7 I 104,7 I 109,1 I 116,1 I I 
_I_·. I I I I I I I I I I _I__ __ I I: 
·1 Real per capita net value i i i i i i i i i . 
. . . . I t ·. 
I I I I I 
ladded at factor cost I 108,7 I 97,3 I 114,2 I 109,1 I 135,4 I 138,4 I 109,5 I 94,o I 98,0 t 105,0 l 109,9 f 118,0- I I ,..,~~ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I . ·I . · · J L; ·, •.. :.::,~ 
: - ' 
cu •wao• =. <1979 -i:: 19aQ .+ 19s1> : 3., 
·-
sectoral -incoae index 1984. , 
Indices of gross and net value added at factor cost froa 1973 to 1984 
,-_ 
0 1980" (1) = 100 
-iABLE A.16 
I I I 1 ' I I I I I I I '( y• 
I I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 
I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I· I I I I I f I I J 
.(Nominal gross value added at I 60,7 I 64,5 1. 61,2 I 66,9 J 80,3 I 92,1 I 86,9 r 97,7 I 115,4 I 146,4 I 135,5 
(factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I 
fNominal net value added at I 67,9 I 69,9 I · 62,7 I 68,5 I 84,1 I 96,7 I 86,7 I 96,9 I 116,5 I 152,4 I 133,2 i 1as,a 
!factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I 
!Agricultural labour force J 119,1 I 111,1 114,4 I 111,4 109,4 106,1 I 103,6 I 98,9 97,5 95,8 I 92,7 t 
!<input> I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
fNominal per capita gross I I I I I 
!value added at factor cost I 50,6 I 54,8 53,3 I 59,8 73,1 86,5 83,5 I 98,5 118,0 152,3 I 146,2 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
!Nominal per capita net I I I I I I 
!value added at -factor cost I 56,5 I 59,5 54,6 I 61,3. 76,6 90,8 83,3 I 97,7 119;0 158,6 I 143,7 I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
!Implicit price index of I I I I I 
fgross domestic product at I 51,6 I 58,2 65,7 I 71,4 11,9 I 85,2 91,7 I 99,2 I 109,2 121,5 I 131,4 
!market prices I I I I I ~ I ~-~ -~- --- J 
!Real per capita gross value I I I I I I I I ., I I 
ladded at factor cost I 98,1 I 94,2 I 81,1 I 83,8 I 93,8 I 101,5 I 91,1 I 99,3 I 108,1 I 12s,3 I 111,3 
I I I I I I I I r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!Real per capita net value I I I I I I I I I ,_ I 
fa'dded at factor cost I 109,5 I 102,2 ·1 83,1 I 85,9 I 98,3 I 106,6 I 90,8 I 98;s I 109,0 f 130,5 I 109,4 
I 
------ --------
I I I I I f I I I - J I 
(1) "1980· = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
VII'•:.,, •·:~· ' . ~ -· :- ........ "-· ,.. . .,. .. _,...;:...., .. ·---~. - . ··~ .. ~G -~-- ..... _. ........ ··-·-·",-• .... , :.._ "' ,...,. ..... :., ..... .., ....... ·~ ". -- -~~- . -~· -~- ~ ~ ~- ..... ';'_...;.,- .. , .. , ... ,. ~ .,. ____ ,....,,, . 
._.- .. i. ·"-;°'" r··.· 
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Sectoral ;ncoae index 1984 
· Ind;ces of .gross and net value added at factor cost fro• 1973 to 1984 
· TABLE A.17 "198011 (1) = 100 
···:,?.t"=· 
_ .. _ ·, .~{~~~ 
6REEC.£°~~?~ 
. ~ ,-.::..;~ 
~ + ~ 
I ·:·r: 
1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I f %19$4:~:~j I L I lffl' ; , . .._,-
- , • • , , • • , • . • I · - 1- 1- · .. ":-'·_ 
I Nominal gross value added at I 32,5 I 37,8 I 42,3 I 52, 1 I 55,5 I 68,9 I 76,6 I 99,6 I 123,9 I 158,6 I 176,4 I 224,6~ I I -t:27,3 ·. 
!factor cost I I I I I I I I I I I I · J. I .. h: 
!Nominal net value added at I 33,1 j 38,3 j 42,8 j 52,6 j 55,7 j 69,2 I 76,5 I 99,6 I 124,1 I 159,2 I 175,9 ,- 224,~I- f +27,6-~j:if 
I.factor cost I I I I I I I I · I I I I I J '· · . , ~ ft~ 
I.Agricultural labour force I 110,6 1109,0 I 107,4 I 105,9 I 104,4 I 103,o I 101,4 I 100,0 I 98,6 I 91,8 I 95,7 I 92,6 I I -3,· .. ·.2 ,':· .. -1.·.:·.··.·:.:".~._-.~ ..  ._.- _--.._ .. ~' 
-l<input>· I I I I I I I I I I I I 1··1 · · .··, '>ft,:) 
--·- - ------ - ,. ' .. ~:.t/c".":1t! 
INomin.alpercapitagross I i i j i i i i I I I I 1.l···,,:/i(~ 
!value added at factor cost I 29,4 I 34,7 I 39,4 I 49,2 I 53,2 I 66,9 I 75,5 I 99,6 I 125,7 I 172,8 I 184,3 I 242,4 I I +3t,5 ,\':·',"::?ii 
I . I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1. · .. •' .?L·):~~~~ 
I Nominal per capita net i j j j j j i j i i i . i I I · ·. ·. Ai \f:l 
!value added at factor cost I 29,9 I 35,1 I 39,9 I 49,7 I 53,4 I 67,2 I 75,4 I 99,6 I 125,9 I 173,4 I 183,8 I 242,2 I I +31,s-:t.:-\·~~~i 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~- · "1· ,,,-,(J 
-----··· ---- -- --- . . . . . . n -~1s: -~;::~ 
·1Impticitpriceindexof. I I I j I j I I I I I I I.I· ._-i:[_:\~;~ 
1:~~~!t d~~~~!!• product at I 35,3 I 42,7 I 48,0 I 55,3 I 62,5 1~0,6J 83,8 I 98,6 1117,7 1146,5 1175,5 I 207,311,+1s,,~,~~ 
!Real per capita gross value I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I · ··. :,¥,.<tl 
ladded at factor cost I 83,3 I 81,3 I 82,1 I 89,o I 85,1 I 94,8 I 90,1 I 101,0 I 106,8 I 118,o I 105,0 I 116,9 J ·1 +.11,:, -f:Y'.·-
~' ~·-·-- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I- .· . ··· '.:,·· 
!Real per capita net value I i i i i I -, ··· --, I I I I l r. ·. (·.;~:{ 
ladded at factor cost I 84,7 I 82,2 I 83,1 I 89,9 I 85,4 I 95,2 I 90,o I 101,0 I 101,0 I 118,4 I 104,7 I 116,8 J 'f.+f1"4'}t. 
·J I I I I I I I I I I I I I l · -~. ~/, .,., 
(1) "1980" = (1979 + 1980 + 1981) : 3. 
\ . 
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